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INCE the publication of the precedent Legenda by '89, there has been notable increase
in the collegiate spirit and enterprise of Wellesley- The development is goodly to see.
Oftentimes Wellesley's intense individuality has laid her open to the charge of nar-
rowness, so that it is with sincerely hearty congratulations we recognize her new departure
in the broad field of college interests.
Perhaps no better sign of the times can be oflered than the brief, but truly successful, history
ot the reorganized societies, Phi Sigma and Zeta Alpha. A year ago they had but their names,
a background of reminiscence, and a future of ideals. To-day, ^yith only the year's slight experi-
ence, their influence and success are assured, and their future is even more hopeful in the promise
of developing true fraternity feeling, and a fine womanhood as its upholder. Material evidence
of their real prosperity may be found any da^ in Society Hall.
While the Class of "90 has, without doubt, taken to itself much pride in the regeneration
of the Greek-letter Societies, '91 has done the College a desirable and lasting service in empha-
sizing college unity, rather than class distinction, bv the adoption of the '90 pin as a design for
the College badge. Other proof of the change from individual to more general interests is not
wanting. The institution of the College cheer, the organization of the College Glee and Banjo
Clubs, and the hearty student support of the "Prelude" editors, mark a signal advance. In the
publication of the Legexda, also, the editors have more than once been honestly gratified by
the appreciative co-operation of the College at large. It has served to make the work simpler,
and. we believe the result will be more enjoyable.
There is evolution in the making of college publications as in all things else, and we
trust we are not untlulv priding ourselves in the thought that this year's Le(;exda evidences
the universal truth. Certainly there has been enough of progress within the college walls
to show its character in the college annual. The novel features and the beauty of the hook
will be recognized, we believe, without our comment.
It is a matter of most cordial satisfaction to us, as it must be to many others, that
dragons in persona are no longer a feature of the institution. To the discrimination and suc-
cess of 'S9, we feel that this emancipation is in a measure due, and accordingly render our
warmest thanks with whatever of annual fruit "89 may find sprung up from the lusty seed she
sowed. In all sinceritv we hope that we have not violated the confidence reposed in us ; that
we have in no wise periled to future classes the privilege we have enjoyed ; and that the
judgment we have exercised has been at all times sound and kindly, never prudish.
From many members of the Class of '90 the editors have received valued assistance.
In particular we desire to recognize the work of Miss Martha Pike Conant, Z A, quondam
associate editor, and the aid of Miss Charlotte E. Halsey, A. S., Miss Mabel Doolittle, and
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BooKIao^-
86. The name '90 is of Arabic origin, and the Class to which the appeUation
was appHed existed in its essential character long before the Matriculation. At the OricJiQ
time of the domestication of this estate the township in which they settled was fully of '90-
organized, and presided over by a tun-gemot and a tun-gerefa, possessing powers
regulated and directed by a statute code traditionally derived from the customs of the
ancient Frankish moot. The land was divided into Folkland and Bookland, and polKlapd
there is abundant documentary evidence concerning the transfer of lands, especially n>^Ji,i-
in the case of grants made by charter, by which Folkland was turned into free a
alodial Bookland. As freemen '90 held grants of sac and soc— a privilege attained g^ ^^^
at the cost of the sacs and socs of a now obsolete class of tenants-in-chief registered gQ(.
in Domesdav as 'SS. The character of the iiovx stitdentes was marked by a prepon-
derance of uncurbed \elocitv, which was exercised mainly with a view to the turther-
ance of their own interests. The previous holders naturally resented this attitude,
and regarded the new-comers as Upstarts.
87. The duodecima charta was the first great public act of the Class after
it had realized its own identity. It was based on the charta of '89, I. ; in the main Duodeeima
following the arrangement of that famous document, but evidences a higher stage of Ql^arta.
civilization on the part of its framers. It was ratified by order of the Hundred Court,




In accordance with the venerable customs of the township, '90 elected repre-
sentatives for the supervision of their agricultural interests. At stated festivals the
whole community assembled to participate in certain rites attendant upon the plant-
ing of a tree, symbolic of their status. On these occasions the Class observed the
established precedent, and appeared in the assembly wearing liveries characteristic of
their definitive traits. Their costumes varied at different epochs ; those most promi-
nent in history being the garb of royal maidens, the plumage of Minerva's birds, the
apparel of a meek and quiet spirit, and the raiment of communal consummation.
88. As '90 became wedded to her adopted abode, historians mention a higher




. . . .
." Ciuihzatiorj.
however, that thev never attained distinguished rank in this pursuit. The cause
may, perhaps, be assigned to a succession of pett)' civil v\'ars, the most notable of
which was that known as the Crew-war. Notwithstanding the drawbacks of these
internal dissensions, it is remarkable to note the perseverance of this class in the fos- Dissepsiorj.
tering of aesthetic amenities. Of peculiar interest is the record of a great celebration,
in the spring of their third vear in the township, on which occasion brilliant social
and decorative abilities \vere displayed.
89. At this period their political and economic condition must have been one
of great prosperity, since thev were able to collect, as tonnage and poundage, a large oaxatiop.
quasi-voluntary tax. A part of this tax, together with the scutage for that fiscal 3'ear,
thev are said to have remitted to a Mongolian tribe. Great stress is laid on this act
in the Pipe Rolls. However, '90 seems to have been unable to maintain existence
without causing oppression or exciting malignity, into which latter evil the Class now
fell. For some length of time the relations of the community were uneasy and 5trained
strained, owing to '90's attributed attempts to gain class privilege and class isolation. I^i^latior^s.
90. The next mention of '90 in the records would seem to indicate that a
portion of their history was lost to posterity, for they are described in the Rolls as 51?^
occupying a position of more lofty honor and dignity than the preceding entry would t>^<?"?0'Q'?
seem to warrant. This advance may be explained by the fact that a new leader had. ^ '?'<<.';•
aroused in them nobler ideals of internal administration and foreign relations, and
that the older generations, to whose adverse presence their early troublous history
seems partially due, had vanished from the land.
No more fitting evidence of this could be cited than the oath of fealty taken
under the new leader, who was chosen to hold this preeminent position through life. ' '
The oath welded '90 in a compact and perpetual union to further the beneficent action





BooKLAND.— Freehold bv charter.
FoLKLAND.— Public land.
Matriculation.— Ceremony of installation to a proscribed rank.
Moot.— Meeting.
Poundage.— See Tonnage.




Tonnage and Poundage.— Annual t.Tx on imports.
TuN-GEMOT.—Town meeting.
TuN-GEREFA.— Town-reeve, who with four best men represented township in hundred-court.
Universal.— Undefined freehold.
Upstarts.— Race kindred to the Heavv-Villeins.
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Cesso9 )(\\\. — " 5l?eory of /T)otor poree."
rK« T}., fi,n i«o^„.,o :„ ^^u„.^^^, T fU„ ^t..,i„„t ,..:ii 1 , „l,^„:.,„,l „ „i
^rratufn.
In these davs of careful and persistent scientific investigation, all treatises on scientific subjects are liable
to constant corrections and additions. The editors of the Legenda take pleasure in being able to insert here
the most recent observations on Ninet-yonestatics. A number of reliable authorities on the subject have
reported their inability to detect or induce charges of egotistic ambition in the " green protoplasmic structure "
mentioned in this lecture. The statement is on the whole so well supported, that it is generally believed the
previous deductions from experiments in Ninet-yonestatics were false, and the theory is now advanced that
this body of protoplasm never held ambitious charges, but is possessed of a remarkable property not unlike
magnetism. — the nature of which property scientists have not yet discovered.
( I ) I IS proportional to JN X i"
( 2 )
I





Cesso9 /III. — " Stpeory of (T)otor Force."
167. By the lessons in Chapter I. the student will have obtained some elementary notions
upon the existence and magnitude of certain definite qualities peculiar to bodies from the very
nature of their particles. In the present lesson, which is both one of the hardest and one of the
most important to the beginner, and which she must therefore study the more carefully, the laws
which concern the existence of atnbitious qualities and their magnitude are more fully explained.
That part of the science of ambition which deals with the deportment of egoistic particles in
relation to other particles, is called Nixet-yonestatics. We shall begin by discussing first the
simple laws of ambitious force which were brought to light in Chapter I., by simple experimental
means.
168. First Law of Ninet-yonestatics.—Ambitious cJiat-ges of similar signs repel one
anot/ier, hut ambitious charges of opposite signs attract one another. The fundamental facts
expressed in this law were fullv explained in Lesson I. Though familiar to the student, and
apparently simple, these facts require for their complete explanation the aid of advanced experi-
mental analysis.
169. Second Law of Ninet-yonestatics.—-The force exerted between tivo charges of
ambition (supposing them to be collected at points, or on two small spheres) is directly propor-
tional to their product., and inversely proportiotial to the square of the distance between them.
This law, discovered by Merman, and called Merman's Law, was briefly alluded to (see Loci
page) in the record of observations made. We have seen that a similar law held good for forces
exerted between two magnet poles, placed opposite each other in a lecture room ; one pole, X,
repelling the other, F, with an intensity equal to the products of their known forces. This was a
signal instance, since the force produced was so great as to render apparent a marked efl'ect on pole
F ; namely, to incapacitate it for action, in causing its removal from tjie field of Foixe. Merman
expressed this law in the following symbolic manner—
( I ) I
is proportional to N X F.
( 2 ) I is proportional to -p^
37
LEGENDA.
170. Ambition created by indiiction.—We have now learned how two charged bodies
niav attract one another. It has been found that ambition of one sign will induce that of opposite
sign in a body. For this experiment we take the apparatus shown in Fig. 3, Chapter I., consisting
of a long, open-mouthed vessel of clay, charged with altruistic ambition, and a piotoplasmic struct-
ure colored by chlorophyl. The presence of the altruistic ambition of the clay vessel near this
green body is found to induce ambition in the body. The outer surface of the protoplasmic struct-
ure is discovered to be charged with altruistic ambition, which is evidenced by the attraction to it
of small bits of pink and white protoplasm. As the body is connected with the earth by any con-
ductor, as a racket, the altruistic ambition is discharged, and the presence of egoistic ambition is
detected by the repulsion of these lilac and gold lumps of clay, which have already been charged
with ambition of the same sign (see Loci page) . It appears, then, that ambition of one sign induces
in any body ambition of the opposite sign : /. «., ambition of both sfgns is induced in the body to be
charged; the altruistic charge remains on the surface, the egoistic being driven to the interior;
when the surface charge is dissipated by connection with the earth, the charge witliin difllises itself
through the whole bod}'. In further illustration of this eftect a second experiment may be cited.
The green protoplasmic structure is not connected with the earth, but is suspended from a blue and
gold convex surface by this delicate, insulating thread of fancy, colored by sarcasm. \\ hen the
thread is set in motion curious effects are observed ; the tinkling of small bells is audible, and a
particolored figure in cap and
[The Editors regret that the MS. of this interesting and instructive lecture here ends abruptly.]
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U/ritter? for tf^e Qla$5 of '90.
' Old Uncle Ned.'
YLVANUS has measured the Junior Class ;
Resistance was di'eadfully low.
O'er Wheatstone's Bridge she never could pass
To the place where she wanted to go.
Chorus.—Lay down the racket and the oar,
Seize the electroscope once more :
There's no more rest for the Junior Class,
Sylvanus Thompson has the floor.
They've fastened her in an induction coil.
The telegraph ticks at her side ;
At electric units they're making her toil,





St^e Joliloquy of /r\iss ^o. '92.
HE soft winds of the summer kiss me gently where I lie,
And those breezes bear thought backward to a time not long passed by.
When the corridors were classic that mv climbing footsteps trod,
And I spurned the stairs behind me in the spiral upward plod
;
For my feet have never faltered in the fast and furious race,
—
They perhaps have left the tokens that my path most surely trace.'
How I hauled men's hearts in with thein on that festive holiday,
When in daintv clover colors danced I round the pole of May '
All along my course I've chosen for my own peculiar sign,
Lightly tripping, winning Terpsv out of all the tuneful nine.
Through the dullest days I've danced it with a Ijuoyant ho)iJiomie
That goes far to gild the future with a glow right fair to see.
Ah thou pink-tipped little clover, canst thou aught to come foretell 'i
'Twas my Faculty that gave thee, and thou know'st she loves me well.
After such a marked approval, sure it cannot be at last
She will frown on me, her fondling, or inform me I've not passed !
No I 'tis nonsense even to name it—what thou hast been thou wilt be.
Token of mv days in college, days of fun and jollity ;
And the da3's that chase each other, as all days are wont to do,
Can bring nothing sad or noxious to a mind that loves the new.
Spite of all the physical perils that beset my future path,
I shall shine, without the study that reduces to a lath.
Manv weeks, perchance, may pass first ; well, I am content to wait,
—
Noblest maiden need not hurrv for to choose herself a mate.
Witness mv serenest condilct, calm and 'cool as evening blue.
Ere I hail th' honorable member, happy, since of '92.
No man may attain to knowledge, ere he taste of folly's cheer,"
Is the very newest reading of the name I bear this year.
And there cannot fail to follow, glory, grace, and power galore
For one who so apt has acted the audacious Sop/io-more.
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Yet I would not have men fancy, that hi pranks I'm Simon piu'e
;
Nor, for all mv drowsy seeming, have not trouble to endure.
When a-crew's to me such sorrow, just because my blood is blue.
And 1 can't in silence suffer that the folk of '92
Float a boat on Waban's water rowed bv maids with ruddier lilood.
Yet I'm calm,—I veil my anguish, quell my tears' swift, salty flood.
Dream I still, poor faded clover, of the future's goodly store,
—
Dream of Germans, Junior glories, of the life that I adore.
Now the low beams strike the tree-trunks ; they bid maidens hasten home,
Lest the bogy in the skirts and yellow tennis shoes should come,
Unto whom this spot is sacred 'twixt the hours of seven and four
;
.
But when next I come, a Junior, him, nor any, I'll fear more.
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AY the fields all bright
In the sun's white lijjht,
And the grasses rustling, swaying
In the soft, sweet air
Floating everywhere.
That would have been a iDreeze but didn't quite dare ;
And the world was all repaying
Spring's delaying.
And the grass grew tall,
But above it all,
Just above it shyly peeping,
There were two blue eyes.
Blue as springtime skies.
And two that were brown, of the deep brown guise
Of the daisy-hearts now keeping
Watcii unsleeping.
And who could have known
That the flowers had blown.
Had there been no eyes in the grasses ;
And where was the need
Of the meadow's weed.
Or the air that is almost a breeze, indeed,
As it blows the buttercup masses
And then passes.
Yes ! the grass grew green,
But who could have seen
That springtime banners were blazing?
For a daisy said.
With a toss of her head.
That the blue eves looked at the brown instead,
And the brown in the blue were gazing.
* -'* 'Twas amazing 1
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yEaUTENPHILONO^^EME; OR, J^lUR TVTHREE.
Dramatis perso^ae.
NG
Nina Tythree, alias Una Ni.mity ) ,, (
} HER Maids <
Addie Vance. J (
Mrs. Alma Fostering
Her Three Sons .
gCENE I. rV]RS. POSTERING'S gOUDOIR.
Mrs. F'. (wcari/y) : " The five hundredth applicant ! Show her in, Addie." ( Enter \iiia
Tvthrcc ZL'if/i basket of hooks. I " You have come in answer to my advertisement? What is \'our
name .'
"
N. : " Xina Tvthree."
Mrs. F. : " What a remarkable name ! Excuse me, but are vou French or Irish ? "
N. {htdi^naiif/v) : "'Xeitherl or, on the whole, both, and much more besides. Fm cos-
mopolitan. But I have another name—mv pet name. I wonder if anyone will care to call me by
it here.' "
Mrs. F. : " What is it, mv dear.^ "
\. : " It's Una Ximity."
Mrs. F. : "Well, that's English, at all events. Your recommendations are satisfactorj-,
but I never depend wholly on those things, so I must ask you a few questions. But, bless me !
vou've brought your luggage already."
JV. : "These, ma'am, are mv inseparable companions. I never travel without them."
Mrs. F. : "Well, literary taste in a young person is a good thing if not carried too far.
What have you there .^ For I warn vou I can't tolerate anything so transient as life, or intoxicat-
ing as punch."
JV. : "This, ma'am, will be, I'm sure, as you like it: it was written in a country church-
j-ard ; this acts homa-opathically against pride and prejudice, and this is a valuable collection of
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prose works by Jones. I have also my " Travellers' Guide," by Gulliver, and—and one other
book, not quite so stronglv recommended ; but it is my favorite."
Mrs. F. : "What is that? "
JV. : " It's— it's a novel by ^'ictor Hugo."
j\/rs. F. : " French I I insist on knowing the title."
IV. : " '93."
jlfrs. F.: "Well, everyone has some pet folly, and I'm thankful this is no worse. We
must be a little more business-like, however. You know the functions of your position.'"
N. : "What are those, ma'am.'"
JSIrs. F. : " Such innocence moves me to tears I You are to tend the door, vou know.
Addie Vance, who has already been with me a year, and who let you in, will show you about it."
N. : "I guess I don't need any showing ; and I don't believe she could do it, anyway."
Mrs. F. : " Are you satisfied with your perquisites.' Half an acre of ground, four crackers
a day, imlimited innocence, and $350 per year; it is more than I have been accustomed to allow.
And you don't have to wash any plates, as all the maids before you have done."
N. " It is more than enough, ma'am. Only, if an interchange co?.//d he elTected, I would
be willing to change some of the land for more crackers ; and the innocence I could spare entirely
without missing it."
3/rs. F. : "Impossible! Then there is one other thing : you must agree to get on nicely
with Addie, and to preserve at the same time a lively affection and an immense respect toward
my sons—my eldest and my others, Sophroniscus and Junius."
JV. : " Certainlv, unless they get in my way. I am not very fond of children."
Mrs. F. : " So much the better. You are siu'e you can guard yourself against becoming
crushed?"
N. : " Behind the door, ma'am?"
J/rs. F. {aside): "Delightful innocence!" {Aloud.) "Conisider yourself engaged on
trial."
gCENE 11. (^ORRIDOR IN JV[RS. POSTERINCS'S IjOUSE.
Mrs. F. {enteringfromfarther end): "I must put a stop to this! I hear nothing but
the door-bell from morning till night. My sons go out merely for the sake of coming in again."
{She discovers her eldest son seated on a sofa beside Nina., and -Matches them unobserved., the
bell meantime ringing-frantically.)
Her eldest : "My dear child, did you never feel an inward strife—a yearning which could
find relief onlv in communion \\ith another?"
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N. : "No, indeed; why should I? My dolls are not stuffed with sawdust: thcv are the
nicest little Japanese skeletons ; and my brother will never leave me and go to Scotland. Rut Mr.
Junius is ringing." {She goes to the door, and is concealed by it for a moment, during which
time these words are heard.) " Oh, thank you. Mr. Junius: it"s ever so kind of vou to take me
to the party, and I'll certainly go. But I really don't care to kiss you." (Junius passes her tvith
dejected air, and seats himself beside his brother Sophroniscns attempts to enter. Nina
shuts the door i?i his face, but opens it at a signfrom Mrs. -/^)
^V. .• " Oh, thank you, Mr. Sophroniscns, for these beautiful flowers! But if you try any
of those tricks, you know, I must throw cold water on you." {Sophroniscns joins his brothers.)
Ad. V. {enters, singing) .
JV. : "Oh, my dear, how long since I have seen you ! Come, sit down before the mirror
with me, and let's read this new novel together—it's Olney's latest. To think that there was a time
when I didn't love you I That was befoi^e I knew vou for a twin soul,—a part of mvself. Don't
you wish those bothersome creatures would go awav and leave us to ourselves.'"
Ad. V. : " Ye—e—s. Do vou know, I've often been mistaken for Mr. Sophroniscns."
JV. : " How odd ! Don't you worry, dear
;
you're not a bit like him."
The youths : "Fair these m;uds are, and unanimous; that's plain. But responsive—not
much ! "
Mrs. F. {coming forward) : "Thank Fortune! My sons are safe, and I need not look
for another maid. So long as it is not directed toward those of a class above her, I can overlook a
little excess of affection. And she is so {here her voice is broken with emotion, so that it is im-
possible to tell whether the next word is ^•discreet" or ••conceited") .... that I need have no
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HERE is a simple rule of life
Each child should bear in mind :
That the last bell at ten o'clock
Her snug in bed should find
;
And that she ne'er \vith noisy talk
Annoy her teachers kind.
W'e hope each child has now received,
And studied faithfully,
The printed rules regarding all
That should avoided be,
And that she for her model takes
The noble Faculty.
And when, her lessons all well learned,
She seeks the open air.
And sees the .Seniors dignified,
Their faces marked with care,
Retm-ning from the village store.
To studv to repair,
—
Think not the many paper bags
Which in their hands you see.
Hold candy, peanuts, or the like
Of such frivolity :
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Emerson, Marion Breck















Navy Yard, Wa,>ihington, D. C. .
39 Sibley Street, Cleveland, O. .
39 Sibley Street, Cleveland, O. .
Cynthiana, Ky. .....
1559 Garrard Street, Covington, Ky.
386 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass
116 Free Street, Portland, Me. .
Methuen, Mass. .....
193 Charlotte Avenue. Detroit, Mich.
Centralia, Marion County, 111. .
116 Dayton Street. Cincinnati. O.
North Attleboro, Mass.
I^ozeman. Montana ....
Dayton, O. ..... .
626 Greenup Street, Covington, Ky.
Scituate, Mass. .....
545 loth Avenue, Clinton, Mass.
New London, Mass. ....
Oak Park, Cook County, 111.
2S6 Dixwell Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Medford, Mass. ,
































Doca/Tieijts FJelatii^^ to a Qrisis i^ 6\)<^\r Qareer.
jHistorie arjd Ce^e^dary.
HEN in the course of human events it becomes necessary for one organization to dissolve
the conditional bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among
the Powers of the community the separate and equal station to which the Laws of
Xature (Survival of the Fittest; Selective Faculty) entitle them,—we, appealing to justice for the
rectitude of our intentions, do in the Name, and by the Authority of good People of this Society,
solemnly publish and declare that this Organization is, and of Right ought to be, a Free and
Independent Body.
[Signed.] Speciala Robespierrp: Hancock.
There was muttered revolution
'Mongst the hoary Special band ;
Stern defiance marked the faces
Once so eruditely bland.
Qiiiet corners heard deep plottings;
Low they whispered, each to each
;
And tlie discontent waxed greater
As each Special said her speech.
" We can do it ! We must do it I
As we stand, life's but a grind ;
There's no pleasure for the Special,
\\'ith her rank thus imdefined.
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" Let us, in a proclamation.
Sue that bodv known to fame
As the Academic Council,
For a station and a name.
" Let us shout throughout the College,
Far and wide let ring the tones,
' We renounce the time-worn figure
Likening us to rolling stones.'"
So thev waited for the signal
Which their leader bold should make,
When, with one loud cry for freedom,
Thev should from their thralldom break
As the fickle fire crackers
On the fourth of each Julv,
Burn with promise of explosion
But to fizzle out and die,
—
.So the Special revolution
Faded, fiickered, ceased to be ;
In their archives it lies buried :
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Litchfield, Me.
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Red Bank. N. J.
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Cobb, M. Emily, A. S.
CoDwisE, Beatrice L.
Coxover, Anna S. .
Coi'eland, Isabelle T.
Crocker, Lillian S.
Curtis, Grace Redman, 4>J;
Davidson, Elizabeth G.
Dennen, Clara Rollins




Foster, Nancy, S. S.
Foster, Mary Adele
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Lyon, Mary Ward, "tS
Marot, Emma Blanche
Martin, Henrietta E.
Mason, Maud, ZA .
McCague, Anna N. .
McCague, Ly'dia S. .
Merritt. Katherine
Mt. Jackson, Pa. .
Delhi, N. Y. ...
204 Court Street, Flint, Mich.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Wellesley. Mass. .
37 Church Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Wellesley, Hills, Mass.
Red Bank, N. J. .
32 Summer Street, Maiden, Masi
Melrose. Mass.
io5 Huntington Avenue, Boston
753 Madison Avenue, Albany, N
West Newton, Mass.
Danville, K_y.
Orleans, N. Y. .
3668 Pine Street. St. Louis, Mo.
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Pittsburg, Pa.
61 Parade Street. Providence, R.
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Milford, Mass.
125 Main Street, Haverhill, Mass
Fairfield, la. ...
iS Jennings Avenue, Cleveland,
24 Aldine Square, Chicago, III.
Prospect Hill, Somerville, Mass.
Orange, Mass.
Saxton's River, Vt.
34 Lake Street, Auburn, Me.
408 Gray Street, Louisville, K_y.
Kitterv. Me.
Plymouth, Mass. .
27 Wilniot Street, Portland, Me.
1 105 3d Street, Louisville, Ky.
Chatham, N. J. .
New Britain, Conn.
Dayton, O
140 Addison Street, Chelsea, Mas
Arlington, Mass. .
936 North 24th Street, Omaha. Neb
936 North 24th Street, Omaha, Neb















































Morgan, Liny Isabelle .
Morse, Elizabeth E.
Newcomb. Marietta Eaton
Newman. Florence, A. S.
Noble, Mary E.
Nye, Gertrude, H., S. S
Osborne. Grace A. ,










Smallev. S. Emily- .
Stewart, Cor.\ L.. Z A
Stone. Mabel Jones
Strong. Caroline. A. S.
Teele, Addie C.
Thompson. Effie
Thorn. Sophie Lord. S
Thorpe. Anna M.
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9 Gates Street, Worcester, Mass.
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4737 Lake Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Littleton, Mass
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Hotel Bellevue. Beacon Street, Boston
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7 Daniel Street, Salem, Mass.
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S50 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
225 West Park Street, Portland, Or. .
33 Curtis Street, West Somerville, Mass.
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Wallingford, Conn. ....




17 Wendall Avenue, Pittstield, Mass. .
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139 Oak Street, Binghamton,' N. Y. .
Danielsonville, Conn. ....
14 South Russell Street, Worcester. Mass
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Marion Metcalf, 'So President.
Grace Andrews, 'Scj .... ist Vice-President.
,,,.„, f 2d Vice-President.Mary Vinia Fitch, 90 \ r-i , tj- r-I Chairman of Missionary Lommtttee.
Charlotte Joy Allen, Sp.
Lena Hill Brown, '90
Alice Greene Arnold, '91
Linda Dana Puffer, '91
Elsie Talheimer, '89 .
Louise Bradford Swift, '90
Emma Maude SquiRES, '91 .
Mary Alice Knox
f jd Vice-President.
y Chairman of Temperance Committee.
c4ih Vice-President.





Chairman of Reception Committee.
Chairman of Indian Committee.
Chairman of Deiwtional Committee.
Membership, 550.
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Wellesley (Jollege (jHaPEL PUNt) ^ssocmiioN.
officers.
Carolyn E. Noble, '90 . . . . . • Chaivmaii.
Marion Frances Parker, 91 .... Recording Secretary.
Helen Weston Holmes, "89 Corresponding Secretary.
Carolyn Strong, Sp Treasurer.
Board of Directors.
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LoLisE Bradford Swift, 90
Ethel Adelia Glover, '90
Sallie Reed, 'yi
Ethel Patox, 'S9 .





























































ORGANIZED 1876. REORGANIZED 1889.
Officers.
M.\BEL Gair Curtis. '90
Henrietta St. B.\rbe Brooks, 'gi
Rose Julia Sears. '90
Mari.\n.\ Willi.mison Blood. '91
Linda Dana Puffer, 91
LiLLi.vN Corbett Barnes. '91 1



















































































Lena Hill Brown, '90
Sara Elizabeth Stewart
Mary Field Taft, '90
Mary B.\rrows, '90 "(^
















































































Edith Mary Luther. '90
Florence Newman, Sp.
Annie May Linscott, '90
Carolyn Strong. Sp.
Mary Noyes Tyler, '90







Prof. Anton Springer. Leipsic.




Prof. E. N. Horsford, Cambridge.























































MOTTO: NOTHING BUT SIT AND SIT. AND ERT AND EAT.'
For Officers and Me.mbers, see Cl.\ss List of '93.
SS
^Cat)EMY OF (5La5S(ROOM)IC ^RT.
Profit- Reeking gcHoob.
/T\embers.
All belonging to the Scientific Departments.
FIELD OF WORK: LABORATORY NOTE-BOOKS.
pLEaSURE-gEEKIMG gCHOOL.
/r\ember5.
Martha P. Conant, '90. Carol Dresser, '90.
E. Browning Mason, go. Florence E. May, '90.
Marion \V. Perrin. 91. Alice R. Jackson. '91.
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Wellesley (^ollege (Jlee (Jlub.
Anne Bosworth. '90 President.
Marion Perrin, '91 ..... . Mnuager.
Prof. Junius W. Hill ..... Director.
M.\BEL J. Stone ....... Accompanist.
FIRST SOPRANOS.
Sarah H. Groff, '89. E. Louise Sheldon, 92.
Anne Bosworth, '90. Carrie G. Frost. Sp.
second sopranos.
Florence G. Soule, '89. Lena H. Brown, '90.
Mary W. Lyon, Sp. Lydia McC.^gue, Sp.
FIRST ALTOS.
Annie L. Durflinger. 'yi. Nettie G. Pullen. '92.
Emma L. McAlarney, '92. • Grace E. Grenell, 94.
SECOND ALTOS.
Marion W. Perrin, '91. Marion C. Lutz. "93.
Blanche Marot, '93. Mary L. Marot, '94.
Wellesley (Jollege gaN30 (Jlub.




Mae L. Aluen, '91.
Mariana W. Blood, 'gi.
Virginia R. Dodge, '92.
Sue M. Taylor, 'gi.
S. Lena Bass, '90.
Mary E. Fuller, '92.
Louise Pope, '91.
Margaret Hardon, 92
M. Louise Brown, '92.




Sara M. Roberts, 'gi.
Garnet Isabel Felton, '90.




Millie R. Todd, 'gi.
Maud Foster, Sp.
Grace Underwood, 'g2.
Mary B. Hill, 'g4.
mandolin.







































Helen A. Storer, 'Sg Accompanist.
FIRST SOPRANO.
Carrie Gray Frost, Sp.
SECOND SOPRANO.
Lena Hill Brown, '90.
first alto.
Florence Evelyn Soule, '89.
second alto.
Marion Williams Perrin, '91.
91
$ ^ gEXTETTE.
Anne L. Bosworth, '90 Leader.
first sopranos.
Anne L. Bosworth, 90. Alice S. Clement, '91.
SECOND SOPRANOS.
Esther Bailey, "91. Mary W. Lyon, Sp.
Mariana \V. Blood, '91. Mabel G. Curtis, '90.
^ gaN^O (JlUB.
Mariana Blood, "91 ..... . Leader.
BANJOS.
Mariana Blood, '91. Mae Alden, '91.
Carol M. Dresser, '90. Virginia Dodge, '92.
GUITARS.










ORaTORIO T^ENGEREO: " JOHN ^ONES."
Pitcher .......... Mary Barro\\s.
INSTRUMENT • • TUNING FORK.
Striker. .......... Annie M. Ssiith.
INSTRUMENT TIN PAN-I.
First Base-mail Ruth E. Morrii.l.
INSTRUMENT VIOLIN VON TEUFEL.
Too-base Hitler E. Browning Mason.
INSTRUMENT HUMAN VOICE, VIA COMB.
Catcher of Tune Kent Dunlap.
INSTRUMENT • INHUMAN VOICE.
Short Stop Florence E. May.
INSTRUMENT • GOOD JUDGMENT.
DUTY TO DECIDE WHEN IT IS WISE TO STOP.
Umpire LuciA Morrill.
INSTRUMENT ALARM-CLOCK.
DUTY TO CALL TIME.
\lctim Carrie F. Pierce, '91.
INSTRUMENTS • OLD SHOES AND LANGUAGE.
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Students of the Zoological
Department.
INFORMAL. WITHOUT ORGANIZATION OBJECT: TO STUDY THE FAUNA OF WELLESLEY.
gOTSNICaL (Jlub /T\e/T)berst;)ip.
Students of Botany Department.
FORMED 1884
WITHOUT ORGANIZATION. OBJECT: DISCUSSION OF BOTANICAL NEWS.
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First Lessons in Running Jump.
Preliminary Exercises in Grace,
Dancing, etc.








Anna R. Wilkinson. '92
M. Louise Brown, '93
Josephine Thayer, '92
Alice Maud Hollander, Sp.









. . M. L. Pearsons. '89. and E. C. Thayer, "89.
. . E. C. Thayer, 'S9.
First Doubles .... Esther B.mley". '91, and Alice S. Clement, '91.
Second Doubles . . . Hattie Coburn, '92, and Josephine Th.\yer.
First Singles .... Esther Bailey', '91.
Second Singles . . . Anna R. Wilkinson, '92. .
(^t^ampior^St^ip 1889-90.
Singles Esther Bailey, "91.
PRIZES.
First Singles .... Esther Bailey, '91.
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C-4RRIE Gray Frost, Stroke. Maud Mason.
Alice Maud Hollander. • Susan Avery Look.
Clara Seymour Helmer. . Florence Buckingham.
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Ruth E. Abbott, '89.
Dorothy L. Dole. 'Sg.
Helen W. Holmes, '89.
Edith M. James, '89.
S. Louise Magone, '89.
Ethel Paton, '89.
Florence E. Soule, '89.
Helen A. Storer. '89.
Grace Andrews, "89.
Sarah H Groff, '89.
Katharine E. Horton, '89.
K.^THARiNE J. Lane, '89.
Jennie P. Mitchell, "89.
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profectj: Kal, decembee. mdooolxxxix.
F. Ellena Lord. Duce.
LiELLA Almack. M. Josephina Holley.
A. Cary Baldwin. M. Eliza Noble.
S. Abalena Bass. A. Lacey Peck.
M. Mabella Brown. B. Eliza Smith.
A. ^Taia Hamilton. J. Virginia Sweetser.
Evangelina Hathaway. I. Maia Wallace.
^
OD.'VLES PEREGRINANTES quinto decimo quoque die convenire solent. Propositum
est, iisu exercit;itioneque, latine loqiiendi, et facultatem suis quasque literas sonis enunci-
andi. et calliditatein celeritatemque verborum in sententias disponendorum, et vocabulo-
nim copiam acquirere; deniquc quandani Latinte lingua; scientiam consequi.
Grata est Sodalibus h;tc exercitatio, operibus cottidianis absolutis, relaxationem animi
jiicundam prrebens.
Sodales. in itineribus per urbes Itali:c principes, multa de nioribus legibiisque populo-
rum antiquorum et bujus retatis discunt : itaque delectationem, baud minus quani fructum ex
illis peregrinationibus, qua; niiscent utile dulci, adapta' sunt.
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Fleur de Lis Barley-Hall
A. Africanus Kid
Princess of the Fortress.
Prime Minister.
Chancellor of the ExcHEcyjER.
Minister of Foreign Affairs.





Spirited Prophetess of Prick-y-Ditch.
Bitter Cum Claw.
^\}Q bi+erar^ Society for +I79 ^d\)c\ncemGn-t- of Sincerity.
Lilian Corbett Barnes,
Dora Bay- Emerson, '92.
Bertha Palmer, '91.
Maud M. Taylor, '91.
Emma M. StyjiRES, '91.
91. Alma Emerson Beale, 91.
Maud Mason, Sp.
Carrie M. Pierce, '91.
Alice A. Stevens, '91.
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^eOelopmenf • of . (T^^^^
MOTTO* "To me also was given, if not Victory, yet the
consciousness of Battle, and the resolve to
persevere therein while life or faculty is left."
/T\embersJ?ip.
Mary Jennings Orton . . Wielder of the Hammer of Rhetoric.
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Before the Heg-r ra
Mary HdlsadsMc, Lc^ira
Oai'insia MercliiriJ'.,
Li/cy £. Snij tl^.
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W: ^ Visit ^
B(?i9§ a Qolloqijial DescriptioQ of U/ellesley Qollei^e as see^ by Sypieal
l/isitor5 \[) ([Ipar^e of 39 Offiee-§irl.
goENE
. . . Interior of Wellesley (Jollege.
Time .... 10.15 on a 3une morning.
ROM the avenue is heard a rumble of wheels. The coach reaches the porte coc/iere, anil
the tiery steeds are brought to a stop.
ENTER YOUNG MAN.
Young Man (Jo door-gt'r/) : •'! would like to be shown over the College, if any of the
young ladies are at liberty."
Door-girl: "Yes, sir. Please
take a seat in the reception room."
ENTER YOUNG GIRL.
Young Girl : •' \V'oidd it be too
much trouble if— that is— I— could I
see a part of the building, this morn-
ing.=
"
Door-girl : "Please walk into
the reception room, and I'll see."
ENTER GENIAL PAPA IX BREEZY
FASHION.
Genial Papa : " Good-morning.
Rather warm this morning. Now, I'd
like to be shown around a little this morning and see the place. My daughter has just grad—
"
Door-girl : "Yes, sir. Walk in this wav, please."
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ENTER, IXqUIRINGLV, MAIDEN LADY.
Maicieft Lady : " Will you just see if the President is at home? Tell her it's Miss Simons,
from Comstock."
(^S/ie yollo'il's the others into the reception room. Exit Joor-girl tliroiigii open door to
office. Teleplio>ie heard ri?!oi//i;' in office. " Rrring\ rrring., rrring" at interva/s of f-.vo
seconds.)
Voice from Office: "Hello! Telegram? Wait a minute. Ready." '•Why—have
—
you
—not—written?" "Yes, I have that." "Wrote—Saturday—and Tuesday.—Have—decided—
"
"Wait a minute. Girls, keep still a minute till I get this." "Have decided—to—forgive—^you.
—Heaven—bless
—
you,—my darling." "Jennie, look up Miss Blank in the schedule book, please,
while I copy oft" this love letter. My ! I'm glad I've got a chance to deliver it."
Second Voice (at large telephone^: " But we must have that butter to-night. Hello.
—
Yes, this is Wellesley College. Butter, I said. Hello !—Is this Cheeseman & Co. ?"
ENTER OKFlCE-(;iRI,.
(^I'oung ^/an springs to his feet hat and cane in hand. Genial Papa also rises and
grasps the office-girFs hand cordially. I'onng Girl stands xvaiting' silently xchile Maiden
Lady steps forzcard and asks) : " Is this the President? "
Office-girl {momentarily overpovoered ., bnt recovering herself): "I shall be glad to show
you over the building if vou will come this way."
( They proceed down the corridor toivard the library, office-girl zvalking betzveen Genial
Papa and Young Man., -while Maiden Lady and Young Girlfollow close behind.)
Yoting Man: "You see, I had a friend here last year, and being on my way to New
Haven, I thought I'd just stop oft'."
Office-girl : "What class was your friend in?"
Young Man : "She was a Junior last year. She would have graduated this year, but—
"
Office-girl (tactfully hastening to cover his evident embarrasstnent) : "Why, then she's
a member of our class."
Genial Papa: "Now isn't it pleasant to meet people who know people you know?
You may know my daughter next year. She's coming as a Special. Can't spare her more
than one year, you know. I'm coming out to see the President sometime during the summer
about her entrance in the fall."
Office-girl: "Then she hasn't applied yet?"
Genial Papa : "Oh, no 1 Not yet."
Maiden Lady {condescendingly to Young Girl): "Are you thinking of coming to
Wellesley, sometime, when you are prepared?"
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I'oi/ng- Girl: "Ycs'm. V\c just giaduatecl from Franklin Academy. I was the valedic-
torian of mv class."
J\/aide?t Lady: "I shall probably take a special course as a teacher, taking up History as
a branch of studv in which I am much interested."
( TIicv reach the library^ and stand in the doorzvav .')
Office-girl : "This is the library, endowed by Professor Horsford. Do you care to go in.-"
Chorus: "Oh, yes!"
( Thev descend the steps.)
Office-girl {turning to the right) : "This is a portrait of Professor Horsford."
]'oice {from dark a/cove on right): "There are those boxes of newspaper strips, the
white edges which we mend books with. We have twelve boxes full now that the girls have cut
oft', so we'll throw away three of them and begin to fill a new one. You might begin to dust now.
This stiff brush is for the corners, and this one for the wood-work : and here are two cloths, this
rough one to dust the books with, and this one to wipe off the shelves. Be very careful not to get
them mixed."
Voice A'o. 2 {tnecklv) : " Yes'm."
{The visitors pass on.)
Young ^lan : " How manv \'olumes are there in this library?"
Office-girl : "Thirty-four thou-
sand. Here is an old Dutch closet
which contains many valuable books
and other curiosities. I fear the libra-
rian is too busy to open it this morning,
however."
Genial Papa : "Is that bust at
the end of the librarv, in the \vindow,
Daniel Webster.?"
Office-girl : "Xo ; that is Martin
Luther. Here is the Rossetta stone."
Young Girl {eagerly): "Oh!
In memorv of Dante Gabriel Rossetti ?
"
Office-girl: "No, — that is —
{hesitatingly), why,— it's that one that thev found,— vou know, — in—
Young Girl : " Oh, yes ! Why, of course."




Maiden Lady : " Yes : thej're talking of introducing tliem in Comstocl<."
{T'/iev reach the door.)
Officc-girJ : '"These are the boat-crew banners."
Young Man : " Are those the ones they use on Float Day, when they give a concert out in
the middle of the lake?"
Office-girl : " Yes, but the concert is given near the shore."
2'oii/ig Man : "Oh, is it.^ My chum was out here last year to the Float, and he said it was
very mistv and rainw and he judged from the volume of sound that the girls were about half-way
across the lake."
( Tliev proceed. )
Office-girl : "This is the reading room. Here are placed the daily and weekly news-
papers, and the Gertrude Library, containing books for Bible study."
( Thev turn to the statue of Diana.)
Vonng Girl ; '' Why ! the deer's foot is broken ! "
Office-girl : ''Yes ; that was done by one of the officers of the College, in lifting oH" some of
the students' books which were placed on the pedestal."
( Thev reach the door of the Facility parlor.)
Office-girl : " This is the Faculty parlor, fitted up for the Faculty by Professor Horsford, in
the name of the Class of '86."
( 7'he z'isitors seat tliemselves in the cushioned chairs, prepared to rest.)
Genial Papa : " What is that picture .' "
Office-girl : " It is called * Knowledge is Power.' It was presented to the students, and is
kindly taken care of for us by the Faculty. The students never enter here."
jMaiden Lady : " This frescoing recalls to my mind the ceiling in the parlor of the hotel in
Comstock. That is a lighter and more cheerful room than this, however."
Office-girl (szvcetlv) ' " Now if you will come this way, please."
(^Thev proceed upstairs to the chapel. The organ is being used vigorously., and loud
thumpsfrom the internal media nisni are interspersed among the chords.)
Maiden Lady: " I suppose your study hours extend through the greater part of the dav,
and that you are recjuired to preserve quiet at such times."
Office-girl : " Yes. The students are expected to be coniparativeh- quiet. No banjo-plav-
ing is allowed, as it disturbs those who are trying to study."
( The organ szcells louder and louder., and the thumps increase in vigor.)
Office-girl : '• This is the chapel. Some one is evidently practicing on the organ."
Young ^Lan : "Is attendance at chapel compulsory.? "
Office-girl : " Yes; but then it needn't be, for all of us love to go to chapel."
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( They ivalk out to the second floor ce?itre and downstairs to theJirstJioor.)
Toiaig- Girl {paiisiiiff in front of Ellen Robbitis' fainting, Only a Mullein^ : '' What
a lovelv stalk of mignonette ! " * ( Office-girl, with infinite tact, refrainsfron corrections.)
{At the door of the Browning Room.')
( Young Man has been left behind, studying the statue of Niobe.)
Office-girl : " This is the Browning Room, fitted up in honor of Mrs. Browning."
Chorus: "What a beautiful room!"
Maiden Ladv : "Did the students paint the frieze.'"
Toung Man {entering breath-
lessly) : "Why, what's this.?"
Toung Girl {explaining):
"This is the Brown Room, fitted up
in honor of Deacon Brown.* I sup-




and stepping back to young man):
•This is the Browning Room, fitted up
in honor of Mrs. Browning."
{I'omig Girl turns scarlet.)
Office-girl : "That is a bust of
iSIrs. Browning."
Genial Papa {turning to bust of the young Ccesar Augustus): ••And this, I suppose, is
Mr. Browning."*
Maiden Ladv {looking at statue of Reading Girl): "This is Mrs. Browning in her
youth, is it not.'"
( Office-girl is occupied during these questions by a mighty effort at self-control.)
Office-girl: " Perhaps you would like to go up to the fifth floor.? We will take the elevator.
{Young Girl stops to read notices on dining-room bulletin-hoard.)
Young Girl: -'Students are again reminded of the necessity of being present at domestic
\\o\V promptly. A word to the wise is sufficient."
( The rest wait at the elevator door, and to occupy the time read snatches from different
notices posted there.
)
Young Man: " Unexcused absences from chapel. Please see me immediately."
{His eye travels down the long columns of na??ies.)
Young Man : "Why, I thought you said you loved to go to chapel."
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Office-girl : "We do. There's Div name down for Sunday, and I was there, and in my own
row, too. Tliere, it's crossed off now !
"
(^Elevator descends in a rlieii matic fashioiu and a JiootJi-Iike voice is Jieard sayiti^
tragically^ :
" Cassiiis is aweary of the world
;
Hated by one he loves; braved by"
(^Elevator stops suddenly about t-MOfeetfrom tlie floor. A second voice exclaims):
" It's shtuck, Charles. I can't move it wan bit
;
yez'U have to git out.''
( T/ic door is pushed open, and a manly Jignrc steps fort//. Russet kid g'loz'es and a
silver-lieaded cane are tlieJinisliing tonclies to an impressive toilet. Thefigure disappears into
Domestic Hall, quoting') : "It is a deed in fashion."
Elevator-girl : " Yez can't go up ; it's shtuck."
Ojffce-girl {turning a~vay): "Would you like to visit the Art Building?"
Chorus : ' ' Yes I
"
( They retrace their steps to thefront door, and proceed to the Art Huilding.)
{Sounds offvefinger exercises float up from the lakeside.)
MaideJi Lady {in alarm): "Why, it tiiundersl"
Office-girl : "No ; I think that is the pianos in Music Hall."
( They try the side door of the Art Building andfnd it locked ; they ring several times,
but receiving no response descend to the back basement door.
)
Office-girl : "There is a poem which lias been much appreciated by the art students, in con- •
nection with their entrance at this door. It is this :"
" In early days, when DeathV cold hand
From man all joys had stripped.
All tliat remained of earthly forms
Had place within the crypt.
"Now ' dead' Art's beck'ning finger points,
And we, as they of yore,
With spirits ripe for martyrdom,
Enter the basement door."
( They reach the floor above.
)
Office-girl : "These doors all have
a use, though thev mav seem numerous.
Perhaps we had better go through intoART GALLERY.
the gallery first. Here is our celebrated Schreyer, the 'Bedouin Chief-
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Voiiiig Girl : "My ! isn't lie fierce? It makes me think of a poem in my old scliool reader."
(A go)ig is JicarJ. )
Chorus : "Wliat is tliat ? "
Office-girl : " That is the bell for the 10.5^ recitation."
( Genial Papa aml Yoiiiig Man pull out their watches. ToiDig Girl looks anxiottslv at
a B. d- A. time-table.
)
I'out/g Girl : "I can't seem to find an\thing abont Welleslev on this time-table. Do vou
know when the next train leaves ? "
Office-girl : '"At 11.07. The coach is just startinjf from the College."
Young Girl : Do you think I can catch it if I hurrv.'"
(Genial Papa, Young Man, and I'oung Girl bid fareivell /lastilv, and make frantic
efforts to find their -May out. At last, heated and breathless, thev reach the top of the kill.
The coach is just passing, but after much scrambling and shouting thev succeed in over-
taking it.
)
Maiden Lady: "It is so pleasant and romantic out here that I think I will eat my lunch
under this tree. I (condescendingly) am pleased to ha\e met you. Perhaps some day when I am
attending the College I may return your kindness by assisting vou with vour studies. Good-
morning."




HEXAS Aurora daunces up the sky,
Full soone the booming bell is hearde to ring
;
And merrie maydens chapel hvarde doe hy,
Bearing their instruments for studying.
And never late, and never lingering.
Though mazie mudd-holes make them almost mad,
Their bootfull zeall to everie swincke they bring.
Of raine, of snowe, they never were ydrad,
Xor ever to take cutts from chapell were they lad.
And often, when brimfull of busie care,
They flee to th' restaurante to ease their \voe.
And two p. M. doth find them eating there.
To Bible straightway they unmurmuring goe ;
Lest kindling consciences should pricke them soe
That wounded they would be both sore and deepe.
The doctoin- then woidd pills on them hestoe.
And they on Sunday would stay home and sleepe ;
For such a luckless chance would make them waill and weepe.
But after Sunday, recreation day
Bids them arise and leave their drousie bonre :
With faithfuU hast her call they doe obay,
And feateously with friskes fill everie houre.
Through all the dav they know nor stound nor stoure ;
And when the drouping night enfolds them round,
The\' clothe them faire and fine as fresshest flowre,
And gather them to list to music's sound,
—



























—Main Building founded 1S75
—Long'fellow's Pond.
—Music Hall, founded iSSi.
—Tupelo.
—Eng:ine House.





















—"This is not the College."
—Good walking. " Splinters.'
—Some more.
—Some more.
— *' The Creamery."
gTONE yaLL gPE^KS FOR ITSELF.
11
I
ELLO : Will vou give me the time? I am Stone Hall. S.io? All right. You are
1^1 Legenda.- I don't understand you. I am Stone Hall. What do you want.? The
^ ^^ ^^-^^ changes here this year.' Oh yes! Our fire-escapes are the latest. The State
Fire Commissioners ordered the fire-ladders put up, and the College Commissioners placed a shoot
outside Inspector Blank's door. The shoot cannot be used while the ladder is there, and neither
can be removed without an order from the Fire Commissioners. So the shoot is useless.' Precisely.
You want to know the result of the new system of domestic work ? In the first place it
suggested the possibilitv of a morning nap, and pro(kiced a petition for a 7.15 breakfast. Who
objected .' The ambitious Freshman scorned such efleminacy, and longed to eat their oatmeal at
six A. M. What happened.' The Freshmen and the Faculty got excited, stiuck up a partnership,
and war was proclaimed. But '91 came to the rescue, and a peaceable compromise was effected.
Time has cooled the Freshman's scholastic ardor, and it is said that members of '93 are sometimes
late to a 7.15 breakfast.
The Freshmen have found time to form a society, rivaling the Shakespeare in wit and
wisdom. I leave it to your knowledge of the class to decide whether I. F. stand for Immature
Fledglings, or for Independent Freshmen, or for Inimitably Fresh. From my experience I should
say
Other calamities this year : There were two consecutive Sundays of fine skating, followed
bv two consecutive Mondays of unmitigated thaw : moral, be good and you will be happy, but
you won't have any kind of a time. The I. Fs. celebrated the end of the mid-years Iw instituting a
new veil. (The electric bells have rung at all hours of the day and night.)
But in spite of these few drawbacks, and the lurid tons of essay-paper which have entered
mv door through the medium of the mail-bag, people seem to like me, partly because of the choice
specimens botanical and otherwise which find shelter here, partly because of the sumptuous .Sunday
deserts, and partly because of Saturday evening fires of drift-wood : and my children sang on the
winter sleigh-rides,
—
"Stone Hall, room for all,




a. Form of goveniment.
Oligarchical republic.
b. Classes.
1. Faculty (governiug party).





a. Industries favored by government.
b. Labor equally distributed.










a. History of most important.
1. Against China.
a. Participants.
Governing Party "'.v. Aristocracy.
b. Result.
Spirit of China completely broken.
2. Against Turkey.
a. Participants.
Governing Party :•.?. .Sunday Turkey.
b. Result.
Turkey utterh' subdued.
3. Over debatable ground.
a. Ground— Wellesley Mud.
b. Cause of war— Overshoes.
c. Participants.
Owners of overshoes (Aristocracy).
II. Reforms.






1. Closer union of classes.





b. Idle aristocracy forced to labor.
c. Period of apathy.
d. Renewed cheerfulness.
JHE DiSRY of (^^ORUMBEGa.
UGUST, 1SS9.— Durinij the summer's quiet I have been thuikiug,— a thhig hiipossible
hulug tevmtime,— aud I have conckided to keep a journal. Amiel kept a journal, and
so tlid Marie Bashkirtsefl". Both became famous, and it was the journals that did it.
I already have fame. Through Professor Horsford, my name is almost a household word throughout
the land. But that is having greatness thrust upon me. I should like to acquire some more for
myself. Yes, I shall keep a journal, and begin immediately.
September, 18S9.— I have a new neighbor on the hill. Wood has come to live near me.
I always thought she would, though it took her a long time to make up her mind. In spite of the
tales to the contrary, the '90 girls under my care seem calm, peaceable, and civil withal. I do not
understand. Perhaps their true pugnacity and aggressiveness will appear later. This is doubtless a
wile to lull me into quiet. Having the President under my roof is certainly a pleasure. I am sure
of that. But those girls! Well, we shall see.
October, 18S9.—The quiet has continued, broken only by the festivity of our Hallowe'en
party. The number of our guests, the pretty costumes of the girls, and the fun over the fortune-
telling tricks, I shall never forget. What a rest and inspiration such an occasion is !
November, 1SS9.— Thanksgiving, reminding me of my many blessings, has come and gone.
My dinner party was a large one, but enjoyable, too. After dinner the young folks "did" im-
promptu charades, to their delight and my pleasure.
December, 1SS9.— The house has been lonely enough since my fomily went away.
To-night I can harcllv write for sleepiness (they always say that in journals). I have made good
resolutions enough to last fifteen years instead of one. One thing I am resolved upon,— we must
have some better weather ; and another,— I shall never listen to disparaging tales again.
January, 1890.— Examinations are over, and at last we can talk about something else.
But discussing our woes has become a habit. Since we can no longer look forward we look back-
ward, appreciatively, and exclaim, -'Oh, how thirsty I was! ''
February, 1890.—We had a serenade last night. Such things come less often than I wish.
In spite of the rain, in spite of the fact that it was not our turn to entertain, the serenade was verv
pleasant. But oh ! what do people make journals out of.''
March, 1890.—We are getting so busy with our Pepita, that really I must lay aside all
literary work. After all, a life like mine is too l:>usy for such an ambitious undertaking.
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1. Add 25 Splinters of Wood toF. Treat
with hospitality.
2. 9 Freshman minds digested in high
spirits.
3. Crackers 4- Hiitpin 4- Lamp.
4. Take 9 Freshmen ; mix intimately
with 3 U C G's.
5. Take several lire-escapes -j- girls ad.
lib. Let a Har\'ard man remain standing
on board walk.
Gilt edges on creamery precipitated i. Reaction of wood on F is Barbarous
after a few months' standing.
2. " Chee! chee! "
3. " Not the odor of a Christian home.'
4. Mixture effervesces violently.
but Fair.
2. Violent ebullition from F-F^ and a
few blue fumes.
3. Much gas generated.
4. Freshmen made to feel at home.
5. Many monkey-like figures sublimated 5. Harvard man goes away edified,
on cold walls of house. Combustion feared.
1. Prepare cautiously i Rice Fdg. Pro-
tect from alteration, as the mixture is liable
to explode.
2. Take 50 girls. Start them for chapel
(slowly) at S.30 A. M.
3. Jan. 21. Keep stream of girls slowly
passing over i lumpy lawn.
4. Carefully pulverize assorted girls
with pestle of college dining room until
ner\-es are clearly visible. Dissolve. Leave
standing: in F.
WINTER TERM.
1. No visible change.
2. They reach chapel at S.15.
3. Muddy precipitate on front door-mat.
4. Around nerves as nucleus the crystals
of recuperation form. Ebullition of good
spirits. Rest accomplishes its charitable
work.
1. Experiment succeeds after careful
manipulation of apparatus.
2. Although F bell is changed, girls
remain independent variables.
3. Incipient grass reduced.
4. F known as an excellent reviving
agent.
1. Take several Seniors late to break-
fast, chapel, bed. Shake well.
2. Fifty girls
-f- assorted mottoes. Stir
occasionally.
3. Let F remain standing from April 10
to June 24. Test for unknown precipitates.
SPRING TERM.
I. No visible change.
2. Observations forbidden
3. Slight ebullition, and certain heavy
precipitates thrown down.
2. The latter state worse than the first.
3. " It is impossible to represent action




^OURNSL OF a yOUNG ^RISTOCRaT.
EPTEMBER 13.— I began my career to-day. I went over to Freeman and
looked around. Everything in order, and so beautiful. Freeman is a great
success. I am . I don't know what. Freeman has been in existence a
year and a half, and I only for one day. It is abominable ! Ah ! if I had only begun a year and
a half ago, I should have been famous to-day. .
September 14.— The first rug came to-day. Fancy living this long without rugs !
September 18.— The hardest thing to bear is to be continually disappointed in the things
about us. To find a tallow candle where one had expected to find a student lamp I But these
constant shocks have produced in me a sort of indifference. No matter what is passing, I take no
notice now. I put my head out of the door only to go over to the College.
September 2i.— 1 am jealous,
—
jealous of Freeman. She does not seem at all new.
Next week I will work so hard. You shall see I I am resolved to be a great success.
September 26.— I have been reading. My books are all on the floor, and 1 must wait till
the bookcases come before arranging them. Oh, time ! time is required for everything 1
October 4.— A dustpan came to-day. I am radiantly, triumphantly happy 1
October 39.— To-day we had our first dinner here. Nothing is ever so good in realit\" as
in anticipation.
December 16.—We gave a play to-day,—"The Fair Barbarian." It was good, but we
will do better next time.
January 8.— Came back to-day. Everything so changed! The parlors are tinted, only
they put the green ceiling in the blue room. .Such a thing never happened at Freeman. It makes
one wild with rage !
February 10.—We had a house-warming to-day. Portieres and hall lamps were put up for
the occasion Waban came and looked at the curtains in the reception room. "Did you do that
by yourself." "Yes." " Well, I am satisfied with it, very well satisfied." At last I am what I
have so long wished to be. I have wished for it so long that I scarcely believe it now to be true.
February 20.— The andirons came to-day. Norumbega admires them very much, and
says they are finer than anything of Freeman's. Norumbega has the true artist's soul.
February 24.—To-day Waban told me that Norumbega said I was the gilt-edged creamery.
I deserve the compliment, but it is expressed like a bourgeoise.
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March io.—The bancjuet to the Pierians was given to-night. I was absolutely beautiful
;
in short, I was a success.
March 21.— Everybody is sick! Headache, sore throat, weariness, pharyngitis, laryngitis,
catarrh I Oh ! it is horrible !
March 21.—There is in my appearance a certain languor; my eyes are large, my cheeks
less rounded. Next week I am to begin a course of treatment. I am to take a complete rest, and
attend only to the demands of the dressmaker and dentist.
V[ gHORT (gOURSE IN THE ^LIOT.
proposition 11/.— 5l?eori^m.
If seventeen Seniors are sitiialcd in tlircc parallel p/anes, and if in the same planes
are five fnniors, four Sop/ioniores, and one Freslinian :—
/.
—
Since tJie Seniors are equaled bv nothing ( Ax )^ and also the under-class girls =
O approxi}nately (Ax), nothing could be desired > the Eliot.
II.—If the Seniors be made pass from the 0° to go degrees, thev may be considered a
vanishing quantity, and the resulting function multiplied by T^ 2 months, ivill become
five Seniors, fojir funiors, and one Sophomore.
I.— On Xovember 3d, as a base, construct the figure P—XUT.S.
The Eliot was = to the P—XUTS.
]3ut the Muses are > the Eliot.
The Muses are a whole; the Eliot considered xvith reference to the other college build-
ings is a part, and a "L'hole is greater than a part.
No-M it -eas obzlons the Me'iVses zvere > the Muses.
Reductio ad absurdum.
And perception papers were > the Mewses.
Theory of Limits.
The locus of all students equally distant from the end of a paper is a




But Washington's Birthdav is > perception papers.
Washington never told a — Sli ! Postulate
Washington's Birthday = candy made -|- play given.
However, the candy is a vanishing quantitv, and \ve need not consider it.
.Since the observed data show that the play came to naught : we may regard o as the
limit of the plav.
,
However, as a plav could be desired. Prop. H., things equal to the
same thing are equal to each other .•. o could be desired.
But nothing is > the Eliot.
This is evident on the face .•. we do not write out the proof.
.-. Since a whole is greater tlian any of its parts nothing could be
desired > the Eliot. n t7 n
II.— The student can easily work this out for himself by referring to Props. I., II., and III.
Corollary.—If a recitation he cut t>v a stm/ciit, tlic rcsiiltiitg cgnatiott Dtav t>e ex-,
pressed in the J'oi-ni .Student— Recitation = o.
.Scholium.— If the expressions ( 3 and (4 are not quite clear substitute, too much for, in
place of the sign >
^ (Jensus-T^ker Visits giMPsoN.
IMPSOX was sitting half-asleep on her hill one afternoon, when a census-taker
came to make her a professional visit. His visit was somewhat I'esented at first,
but by means of suavity and a few leading questions, he soon won the full confi-
dence of Miss Simpson's trusting heart.
•'Your name, madam.-" said the census-taker. '
"Miss W. C. .Simpson," she replied.
"Are you married, or single.''"
"A spinster, sir" (dropping a tear).
"What family have you.'"
Miss Simpson related the names, ages, and rank of her twenty adopted daughters.
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"What is vour business, madam r"
"I am embellishing my daughters with the pearls of wisdom from the 'shells which are
open to few,' " she answered, with poetic feeling.
Not without hesitation the census-taker ventured the next question.
"Have you amassed property since the last census."
" Indeed," said she ; " let me show you the tone of our new piano ;" and she lightlv touched
the opening chords of Boulanger, which had just arrived at Simpson.
The census-taker glanced through his books to see if Miss Simpson's finances warranted the
purcliase of a piano, as he feared she was recorded as impoverished.
"jSIadam" (severely), "are you in debt for that instrument.'"
With resentment Miss Simpson made explanation that a reading had paid for her piano.
The census-taker apologized, but determined to exercise his pi"erogative. Fixing his professional
eye on Miss Simpson, he said, "Recount as briefly as possible the chief of this year's events."
Miss Simpson complacently settled herself, and began: "In September I adopted mv
children, and ^ve spent the month becoming acquainted. It was in October that we became con-
vinced of our social obligations, and celebrated !Miss Clark's birthday with a reception." Miss
Simpson paused to enjoy the pleasures of reminiscence : after a moment she went on, cheerfully :
"About this time we had fearful misgivings concerning the future, and we resolved to let the magic
rites of Hallowe'en determine our destinies. So when October 30th came we descended, one by
one, at midnight, into the ghostlv gloom of the crypt, and there beheld the spectre who could unfold
the tale we longed to know. A-a-ah ! ""— Miss Simpson showed signs of another poetic flight.
The census-taker, not unalarmed, hastened to bring her back to earth with the remark,
—
" How did you spend Thanksgiving.'"
" O, on Thanksgiving Day we had Mrs. John Adams and other ladies of the Revolution to
dine with us. They are charming ladies, ai'e they not.'"
The census-taker made a frantic guess, said they were "tr/-r charming," and asked, " \\'hat
was that fire vou had some time in February .'
"
A look of horror came over Miss Simpson's face.
"Indeed, sir, we did have a fire. It was at dead of night, and had not mv daughters
fought valiantly, we might to-day be in ashes." She wiped the tears from her sweet, faded eyes,
sa\-ing that "after such a brave deed as this, mention of other facts would seem trivial, but she was




p Sale of tt^e BiolO(5ieal Departme9t.
WHERE hae ve gone,— the morn is late,—
•
Mv merry son, come tell me hither?
Ye were my only, son and ye're gone,
And I wot I hae not anither."
"He went to Wellesley— to Junior Prom,
O fond mither."
••And whatten kin' o' wark had ye there to make,
My merry son, come tell me hither?
With your spandy suit and 3'our tall new hat,
And I wot ye hae not anither."
" He wended his way along Tupelo,
O fond mither."
"And what did ye then at the water-head.
My merry son, come tell me hither?
Did ye to some lassie coy gie up your heart?
And I wot they hae mony anither."
" He was caught bv Z06I., Course I., for a moth,
O fond mither."
"Where shall I find ye, to mak your mend,
My merry son, come tell me hither?
And where shall I gang to mak your mend?
And I wot I hae not anither."








Order of the Day.
Amendment to the address introduced by
Rt. Hon. John Morley, New-Castle-on-Tyne
Seconded by
Mr. Labouchere.
Rt. Hon. Sir M. Hicks-Be.\ch, Bristol
Mr. T. M. Healy, Londondeirv, South
Rt. Hon. J. Chamberl.mn, West Birminghaii
Mr. Jesse Collings, Birmingham
Mr. Justin McCarthy. North Longford
Mr. Henry' Labouchere, Northampton
Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour. Chief Secretary
Mr. John Dillon. East Mayo
Mr. T. H.\rrington, Dublin Harbor .
M.^Rqyis of Hartington, Rossendale
Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Midlothian
Rt. Hon. Lord R. H. S. Churchill, Paddington
Mr. C. S. Parnell, Cork City .




































Lord H.\rtington's prominent characteristic is a benevolent neutrality which is almost angelic.
Mr. McCarthy is a ditficvdt man to describe, and more so to imagine.
"Give it to' em hot. Randy I"
Mr. Cha.mberlain has a much better heart than his detractors, and a much weaker head than his
admirers give him credit for.
In a melancholy monotone Mr. Dillon voices the most violent utterances.
Half Mr. Parnell's success is due to his wonderful gift of silence.
Sir M. Hicks-Beach is not entirely obtuse, and he is generally obedient.
'45
^ Tree Day ^
QIass of '90.
^ ^lODERN r^aSQUES.
Address of Welcome by the Princess Ida . . . . . Angie Lacey Peck.
Oration by the Lady Psyche Ethel Adelia Glover.
Ode by the Court Poet Sarah Jane McNary.
(Responses led by Chief Minstrel, Lena Hill Brown.)
Address to the Undergraduates by the Lady Blanche . . Mary Jennings Orton.
Ceremony at the Tree ' President of '90, Angie Lacey Peck.























^WILD ofer \\'aban,' from west wind blaw,Snaw fell and sl^vt, shovelfuls down ;Hardened on Est Hill the half-melted crust.
Loud lawfied the Ladys- then,
Giggled inn g-liefulnis.
Inn earnest tons asked of the leader,
"Sculon we slidan down slipper\- height?"
Waes thaet a Welsly-wif worthy of trust I
Gebad them ful boldly, bac held tliem na wiiit.
" Costing is cyn ;" cwom on, mine cempas,''
Hwaet ! we habban no handsleds !
Hasten the harder, mine heroes, to hawl down
Dustpans^ for deeds, damages fear not."
Those waeron thrage" when things were sum I
Stretway they seated them, eall on their dustpans.
Steering waes skilful, son they reached bottom.
Hwizzed they a lang hwile, tired not a hwit
;
Under the monleoht micel mirth had they.
.
Sumtimes a dustpan snapped ; they stopped not for that
:
On went the glor_v-game, girls" went on.
Forth then from Wel-halla frowned all the gods.
Jealous of joj-, and jawed them unmerciful
;
Laid tribute on them, handle tax called it,
Harping on handles hurled from the dustpans.
Then there \vaes wo on earth, when ways were strewn
With fragments, and fines were laid.
No mann may work hwaet his wierd' has forbidden.
Lo ! on their leader came largest wo :




Which made to fatten the fund of the chapel":
Made ninety, mad also made them.
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Then they ceased fram their costing, the brave ones,
And campus ceased to be covered witli snaw.
And streamas rose, striking the Est Hill.
Other things also rose, as for innstance the fund,
—
And ire of ninet_v,—and price of dustpans,
—
Till in the spring sjDrang * * *
1 This was probubly near Xorumbega.
2 Much investigation has been given to this interesting tribe. They seem to have been a branch of the Girls, mentioned hiter in
the poem, and to have been a sister race with the Gents.
=* Cyn means what is proper or suitable; etiquette.
* Cempas were warriors or heroes.
< These would seem to be a peculiar kind of shield. The fact that the word is found in no other piece of literature remaining to us,
gives a check to philological investigation, while it adds to the value of this fragment.
*> Thrage signifies times.
' See Note 2.




"I take it —
"
"Put on your skates."
'•Is there any other point to notice.'"
"Isn't it pitiful.'"
"I don't see how it's possible —
"
"Yes, certainly— very good."
" Lift your moral centre."
"The Zeta Alpha smile."
"Is the amoeba, then, immortal.'"
"Es thut mir sehr leid."
"The democratic ideal — the motif."
"Side lights from history-"
14S
7he pacuLTY m the (^ymnssium.
fi I^e/T\a ridable l9Sta9Ge of tl^e Deuotioi} of t\)e lL/(?llesley paeulty
to i^Q StiJde9ts.
gpEOiab if^EPORT BY HN ^YB-WITNESS.
ISTORY has seldom witnessed such unswervuig devotion, such untiring loyalty and
zeal, as has been this winter displayed by the Faculty of VVellesley College for the students.
Those residents of the Main Building whose duty, as well as privilege,, it is to
relax their bodies, eke their minds, in the Gvmnasium, had unintentionally conveyed the erroneous
idea that "Gym" was considered bv them a bore,— something to be as severely let alone as was
consistent with undiscovered aljsence. This idea having once seized upon the Faculty, so
weighed upon their minds that it became necessary to take immediate steps for their relief. A
council being called bv the Director of the Gymnasium, the members of this body nobly resolved
to immolate themselves upon the altar of a good example. Here they voluntarily assumed a
burden like that which seeminglv rested heavy upon the shoulders of the students.
Accordingly for twelve nights thev arraved themselves in suitable garments, and repaired
to the gymnasium. In order to serve as a complete example, they courageously took upon them-
selves the work of all four classes. For the sake of the Freshmen, with heads erect and sternums
high, thev wearilv marched aroimd and aroimd the great black circle. Exhorted by the leader,
they struggled bravely with Indian clubs, thinking tenderly, meanwhile, of the Juniors and Soph-
mores, in whose interests thev were laboring. In their ardor and zeal, disregarding the dust upon
the floor, thev willinglv laid themselves down and reflected earnestly upon the exceeding heaviness
of their heads, and of all the members of their bodies.
But not half the proof of devotion can be told in this brief space. For the sake of the
students the Faculty labored and toiled, yet doing it gladly, in the cause of love. And who shall
measure their reward.' Certes, not one who has borne an interested part in their heroism and their




%0T)<!^ of \\)({ Junior j^i^tory (^ote-bool(.
AlK— "I WENT TO THE ANIMAL FaIR.'
u
NCIVILIZED Junior mind,
For this hour I long have pined,
To show to you bhss vou liave hitherto missed,
And pleasures to which you've been blind.
Let me show you my neat little list—
It is free from each sentence-like twist,
And each cause and event of progressing intent
I carefully tabulate-late-late.
Uncivilized Junior mind,
Your bumps are ill defined ;
And chaos I see where there ought to be
Tabulations of every kind.
Beneath my guiding eye
A wonderful change you'll spy ;
The Junior shall hear throughout the whole year
An orderly history.
Guizot was an orderly man.
With a carefully classified plan
To trace each nation in all creation.
The ages dark to span.
The Roman Empire's fall,
The Goths and Vandals all.
Great Charlemagne's hopes,
The rise of the popes,
The rights of baron and thrall.
In his pages you'll find all these.
With more to instruct and please ;
And you'll note 'em each day, in a tabular way,
With capital As and Bs.
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Make ready 3'our vague little i)ate
Concisely my words to state,
From the barbarous age to the very last page,
And the rise of the third Estate.
No notebook shall be late
—
Guizot shall rule your fate ;




II thou, Tupehj ! thou hast a certain magic charm;
(.)h thou, Tupelo! thou hast a magic charm.
A magic charm is thine, love
;
The charmer there is mine, love.
Oh thou, Tupelo ! thou hast a certain magic charm
;
Oh thou, Tupelo ! thou hast a magic ch;larm.
Oh thou, Tupelo ! thou hast the lake, and moon, and stars.
The moon and stars are thine, love
;
The son that's there is mine, love.
Oh thou, Tupelo ! thou hast a rustic bench or two.
A rustic bench is thine, love
;
The rustic on it mine, love.
Oh thou, Tupelo ! thou hast a gentle, balmy air.
The balmy air is thine, love
;
The wealthy heir is mine, love.
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Soliloquy of tl^e Senior (Hatl^ematigaQ.
ON THE PONDEROUS TOME FROM WHICH SHE CONS HER LESSON.
H. distinctly I remember, in the bright days of September,
How I longed to see Oppolzer, and to con its pages o'er ;
How I glowed with aspirations to affect determinations
Of all orbits in creation— this my longing evermore.
Now Oppolzer seems gigantic, and it almost makes me frantic,
As with weary arms I bear it to the College o'er and o'er ;
And the wild approximations made in my determinations,
Have sent mv comet oft" where comet never went before.
And I'm lost in declinations, planetary aberrations,
And the foul approximations which Math, never made of yore :
Till my mind, once mathematic, has lost all its glow ecstatic,
And in wanderings erratic finds no rest forevermore.
Ji9(?le.
The class that goes out wIilmi the decades meet,
Is wise, and brilliant, and good, and discreet.
'So's fame is known to all
;
'90 brings with her no fall.
But unless the way they're classed
Change ere ten more years have passed.
College precedent will fail—
What can '00 e'er avail .^
•52
^N ^t)l)RE55 TO ?
HEERS of " Ki vi, ki vi, ki vippi, ki vi, ki vi, ki vi for Wellesley I " heard in the distance as tlie
speaker rises. •' 'Tis with emotion that I rise to address this assembly, whose hearts must
have been stirred bv yonder intellisjent outburst of lo^'al enthusiasm 1 We who
have watched the progress of this institution from its early days, have watched a steady growth
in demand as ^yell as supply. I iiave the honor to present to vou a new and urgent need
;
to \vit, the establishment of a Nursery and Institution for the IMind, to be used as a Psycho-
logical laboratory. All those who have suBered under Mr. Dewej^'s dispensation will read
their past experiences into my simple plea. It is a deed of charity, and as such will, I know,
appeal to you.
"But, I hear some cold-hearted miser proclaiming this a piece of senseless extravagance.
'Other more pressing needs are felt. More cottages to accumulate— I would say accommodate
the hungry horde of starv-ing intellects clamoring at our portals ; an extra plank to the board walk ;
and, above all, an india-rubber attachment to the Chapel.' 'Sly dear sir. Economy heiself pleads
my cause ! Let me explain. We have no\y in college infant Freshmen by the score,— the best pos-
sible material for observing the slow growth of apperceptive organs.
"I regret to say there are also manv blind among us, in all stages,—the hopelessly blind, the
ignorantly blind, and the willfully blind. Is it not the tjuest, the noblest econom\' to utilize this ma-
terial.' 'Shall Wellesley sanction an innovation?' our conservative friends will inquire. Although
this would be an innovation in Wellesley's policy, 'tis tiine such an innovation were made. ' The
ninteenth century is an age of progress" (R. JSI. ^M.) The evolution (jf education strides toward
the scientific method ; and shall not this method be applied to the ' .Science of Sciences'.'
"But all other arguments sink into the background of consciousness as we reflect how the
present system militates against the moral stamina of the students. Our proposed equipment will
strike a deathblow at the root of this evil. A student steps into the Laboratory, observes his blind,
or infant specimen, returns rich in accurate scientific information 'as to what a two-year-old child
will do with a piece of candy.' Contrast this with our present system.— vague, time-devouring,
insincere! Xeed I. in the presence of such a cultured audience, urge further this grand reform.''





XLY a girl, with her earnest eyes,
And her firm lips set with a purpose true
;
But her intuitions are clear and wise.
Her thinking has always an end in view :
The highest creative imagination
Is hers, not mechanical combination.
Her memory is a servant fine
;
From her permanent self the idea divides.
Her perception is rapid ; the local sign
Shows her the spot where her pencil hides.
She reads herself into all relation,
Which she learns by constant redintegration.
Deep feelings are hid in the girl's true heart
;
May they widen enough to take me in !
May they deeper grow as the years depart.
Be clearlv defined in life's busy din
;
Be intense enough in each situation
To prevent immediate translation !
Oq f(\\ss Citerarity.
FOR WHOSE SAKE DUELS ARE FOUGHT.
There is a girl in our house.
And she does know a pile
Of Browning, Shelley, Keats, and Pope,
But most of all— Carlyle.
And when this maiden comes to dine
Her retinue among.
In sentiments of lofty lore
She wags her nimble tongue.
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EPTEMBER 12. Fall Term begins at S a. m., Thursday.
The New Student, in the quiet of College Beautiful, longs sadly
after the wiles of the world. Sister students, who ha\e
suftered likewise the year before, incited bv fellow-love, de-
vise pleasant diversions.
Sept. 14. In the dusk of evening strains of music strike upon her ear.
The intention was to enliven, but the effect proveil rather a
"deploring dump."
Sept. 16. Being the Sabbath day, the thoughts of the New Student are
directed to the text "God is Love," for serious contemplation.
The name of the dav, Flower Sunday, she decides to be a case of euphonism for
Shower Sunday, judging from the copious showers of heis and Nature's tears.
Freshman Serenade to Sophomores.
An unprecedented expression of gratitude.
Advanced Freshmen Social.
Thus this little part dissolves itself, according to ethical laws, into the Universal
Whole,— '93.
First meeting of the Art Society.
Lotus Glee Club Concert.
Opening of Society Hall.
An opening vista, wide in scope,
Revealing gladsome hours to view
Of mirth, borne in on winged hope,
Of friendships tried and proven true.
First meeting of Shakespeare Society (Mid-summer Night's Dream).
First meeting of Zeta Alpha Society.
.Sophomore and Special reception to the New Student.
\\'here the New Student, infatuated by this culmination of Sophomoric attention and
special supervision, eagerly (but wisely) ranks herself a ^V'ellesle\• maid, and
pledges (but rashly) her devotion to her beguiling elders.




Mv belovL'tl, tpiiituallv speaking, the Sophomore is Charity, the result of higher
education of women; the New Student, the sinner returned to wisdom's ways, to find them ways
of pleasantness and patlis of peace.
Sale II. .
Of (^oNcoRiD.
^^Peace ruh-s the day ; where reason rules the mind,^
Oct. 2. Opening of Tennis Tournament.
Oct. 5. First meeting of Phi Sigma Society.
'93 Class Social.
Oct. 7. Memorial Service.
Oct. II. Senior Social. Drama, " Ninety Adventures of Junia : or, Junior Adventures of '90."
" If some painful past experiences are brought into contrast with present agreeable
ones, we have a feeling of gladness."
Oct. 13. Class elections of '90, '91, and '93.
In the class Annuals it is recorded that, on such occasions, it was customary, when
peace had been so established, to choose unanimously and wisely one leader from
them all who, by her superior merits, was especially qualified to hold high office.
Oct. 12. Meeting of Art Society.
Oct. 14. The Seniors attempt to progress still further on the path toward Concord, but are hin-
dered by storms.
Monday evening, a concert by Beethoven Qiiartet.
Oct. 16. The Juniors endeavor, through music, to manifest to their President their extreme satis-
faction and amity ; but the atmospiieric media, because of its dampness, fails to
convey from souls to soul the element of harmony.
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Oct. 19. Lecture by Mr. Lawtoii on "The Oracle of Delphi."
Meeting of Zeta Alpha Society.
Oct. 21.
If it were wise to go or not?
That seemed to be the question
Perplexing that expectant lot
For Concord bound, and Lexington.
Three times by clouds defeated? No!
So off in drizzling rain thej got;
But homeward wended, weary, oh !
In sooth, they were the Conquered lot.
Oct. 23. Dedication of the Farnsvvorth School of Art.
Oct. 25. Meeting of Shakespeare Society. (All's Well.)
Meeting of Phi Sigma Society.
Oct. 28. Concert by Frau Steiniger Clark.
Partridge's studio painted.
It happened that the artist and '90 were agreed on the idea, but in the realization some-
what digressed.
Oct. 31. Hallowe'en.
"Did you meet your fate.'" "Yes, Charles."
LEGENDA.
/Ipplieatioi).
!Mv beloved, the peace-preserving class-member is the unity of spirit. The various
obstacles are the opposing -forces of evil. Concord is the reconciliation of the two.
Sale III.
Of (?oot) iNSPiRaiioN aND Lofty ^spmaiioN.
'*Es Isi ein gross Ergetzen,
Sich in den Geist der Zeiten in verseizen.*
Nov. 2. '91 Social.
Meeting of Art Society.
Nov. 4. Organ recital.
Nov. 6. Lecture on "The Primitive Church" by Dr. Calkins.
No^'. 7. 10.15 P- ^'- Kee-Gr-n aspires to be a corridor teacher, and accordingly luidergoes the
metamorphosis. Unexpectedly meeting a kindred spirit, she finds the chilly atmos-
phere uncongenial, and decides with a brevity somewhat uncharacteristic, to return
to her proper sphere and lodging.
Nov. S. Hygiene lecture, according to the printed schedule. Sudden descent of an uneasy
skeleton, mysteriously resurrected for the purpose of enhancing the interest of the
hearers by the Anschauungs Method of instruction ; tiot according to printed
schedule.
Nov. 9. The Hounds would hunt the Wellesley Hares, which have for so long been unmolested ;
but the weather is not propitious.
Meeting of Zeta Alpha Society.
The good A and the proper B climb Jacob's ladder ; but fortunately Jacob does not
dream of it.
Nov. II. Lecture on "The Alps and their Structure," by Prof. Niles.
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Nov. 13. The Hounds still held at bay by the weather.
Lecture on " Origen," by Dr. Calkins.
Lecture on " Results of Recent French Elections," by Professor Cohn.
Nov. 14. Mab finds her centre of gravity through a hole ; the Physics Class lose theirs upon
the whole.
Nov. 16. Lecture by Professor Palmer— " Homer."
Play at Waban— the modern version of Shakespeare.
Meeting of Phi Sigma Society.
Nov. iS. Concert by Mrs. Allen and Miss Edmands.
Nov. 19. The Hounds become desperate and break loose. The Hares double on their track ;
the Hounds lose scent, become disgusted, and are housed for the winter.
NoA'. 20. Lecture upon " Chrysostom," by Dr. Calkins.
Nov. 23. Special Social. Meeting of Art Society.
Nov. 25. Lecture bv Dr. Amelia B. Edwards, the Egyptologist.
Nov. 27.
(g7 r-fh'-^^-.;
'g2 : " We offer our sincere congratulations."
'^j : "Thanks!"
' You are welcome.'
Nov. 30. Lecture upon "Lyric Poetry," by Professor Chapin.
Meeting of Shakespeare Society. (King John.)





Of the pLEasuRES of this World
''Haste thee, nympk,'and hriiig zuiih thee




So she brings, with quickening pace,
For Chapel Fund, life-pictured grace
In Tableaux D'Art, which show the more
The rythmic beauty of classic lore.
7. fleeting of Phi Sigma Society.
Scientific exhibition of Microscopical Society.
Shakespeare Festival.
In Shakespeare's world we live again :
Romeo steals his pilgrim kiss;
Kate, the Shrew, works havoc then
;
In such a moonlit night as this,
Jessica plights once more her love.
Dromios twain dance o'er the floor,
Blind old Gobbo and his dish of dove,
Qiieen Macbeth and many more.
With a Hey Nonny, Nonny, OI
Hey Nonny, Nonny!
^' One poor soul becomes perverted,
Sabbath worship cannot gain her;
Worldly wiles her mind diverted,
"Total depravity" enchains her.
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Dec. 14. Christmas Masque, bv Juniois, for Freshmen.
Dec. 16. Five o'clock tea at Wood.
Learned maids turn dramatic tlien.
And play the " Fair Barbarian."
Beethoven Concert.
Since " Musik ist der Schiissel zum Herzen."
In song tlie longed-for d.iv wheels round.
Dec. iS. Fall term closes.
All lost.
Sale I/.
With hurry, skurry, laughter, and Scherzen,
Away they scatter, homeward bound!
Oh joy I '-We'll sing and dance without ceasing
Oh bliss! ''All d.iy to-morrow we'll sleep."
/lppli(;atioo.
Of Tf^iBULaiioM aND ?1ngui5h.
"Das ist im hehcn hasslick eingericlitet,
Dass hei den Rosen gleich die Dornen stehen,^*
Jax. y. A certain noble ladv suflered manv injuries from a tyrannical king, hight Januarius,
who suddenly broke in upon her joyous life, subdued her \vith la mighty grippe,
and led her into intellectual captivitv. Mockingly he contrasted her lot to surrountl-
Jax. 13. ing free women. A band, rich in musical talent, " The Beacon Orchestral Club,"
he brought before her. Again she heard the tramp of the oncoming troop, famed for
Jan. 17. its gvmnastic faculties. This she never saw, but was left to battle with the torments
of her imagination, magnifying the opportunity which she was missing. She was
once or twice released from her tribulations (Jan. iS. Professor Chapin's lecture
on Greek Drama ; Meeting of Zeta Alpha Society ; Meeting of Art Society.
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Jan. 25. Meeting of Phi Sigma Society ; Meeting of Microscopical Society
:
Shakespeare Society— Coriolanus) , only that they may be redoubled.
Jan. 34. The king summoned the lady before his Council of Academic judges, accusing her of
attempts to desert. But by the mercy of the judges, she was shorth' released from
suspen«'o«. The tyrant, enraged with this amelioration, led her before a more
heartless Board of Examiners, where she sat from day to day in sore perplexity
and uncertainty of mind. Between the sessions of her labors there was no cessa-
tion. She was forced to turn from a grinding-machine literary productions of every
length and description. One day the machine was clogged. Her strength was well
Tax. 2S. nigli spent. The bell struck the hour of setting sun, when all her appointed tasks
were to be done. With a desperate twist she worked out a bulky manuscript
Jax. 29. entitled, "A Paper on Perception." She sunk exhausted then into a troubled sleep.
' Sensation." •'Attention.
It was her last eflbrt. The tribunal became human and ^yeary at length, and next
Jax. 30. day pronounced the exainination satisfactory. (J-^n- 27. They eyen try to make
amends, and prepare for her a Senior Reception.) The king, obliged to depart
to a distant part of his country for a year, granted a day of rest and devotion (Da\'
of Prayer for Colleges; Mrs. Freeman Palmer's address to Senior Class). Thus
temporarily the lady was released from her slavish condition.
/ippliGatior?.
My beloved, the lad\- is the himian soul ; the tyrant, spiritus ?>ial/ : the Council are tlie
good means which sometimes foil the evil and reward the patient.
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Sale l/l. .
Of iF(EFORMaTioN nut) (^HaNGE IN ^EVERaL Tilings.
"jy 1 do not /'lit OH a sober habit.
Wear prayer-books in my pocket, look denturelv,—
Nay, more, zvhile grace is saying, hood mine eyes
Thus zvitk my hat, and sigh and say 'Amen,*
"
— SiGNIOR BaSSANIO.
Feb. I. Lecture by Prof. Allen : •• Euripides and Aristophanes."
Feu. 3. Domino German in Gymnasium.
Lecture by Jvlrs. Jenness Miller.
Reform properly begins outwardly.
Feb. 8. Sophomore Social. Howelis' Comedy, " Albany Station."
Meeting of Art Society.
Meeting of Zeta Alpha Society.
Feb. 10. Student Concert.
Feb. 13. Students' Registry Blanks.
Feb. 14. College cries first published.
Airs. Felton Guild on " Practical Idealism."
Feu. I V ^Sleeting of Phi Sigma .Society.
Feb. 17. " Rice Pudding ; " Freeman.
Lecture by Miss Hodgkins : " Shakespeare's Claim upon the Student of To-day."
Change of salute ; a ribbon shop gone mad.
Feb. iS. Inward i-eform begins on Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 20. Address by Dr. Claflin on "Christian Education."
Reform in the weather ; first sleigh-ride of the season.
Feb. 32. Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 24. Reception to the Juniors.
Feb. 26. Sister Dora reforms, and sleeps without her nightcap.
Feb. 27. Constitutional History Class reforms, and makes a volunteer recitation, headed by A.
Lacey P., who passes her judgment upon the U. S. Government.
Feb. 28. Sophomore crew elections. " Aristocracy vs. Democracy.
/IppliqatiOQ.
My beloved, it is a good thing to reform.
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Sale l/ll. . .
Of the ^XTRaORDINaRIES.
Mar. I. ^Meeting of jMicroscopical Societv.
Meeting of Art Societv.
Meeting of Zeta Alplia Society.
Mar. 2. No Carol to sing at cliapel ; the bird needs rest, and lias roosted for Sunday.
Mar. 3. A dancing party in Gymnasium Hall.
Lecture in evening, •'• The Greek Theatre," by Prof. Wliite.
Mau. 4. Bible lecture, " Messianic Prophecy," by Dr. Briggs.
Mar. s. Prelude Editors procure a book on " Punctuation."
Umbrella Xights at the Eliot.
Mar. 6. Talk by Dr. Phillips Brooks.
Mar. 7. CiLook: On time 1 Where's Maid Marion .=
Mar. S. Perfume party at Waban.
M.\R. 9. '92 sits !M.uch to H.eavily upon '90 A.t six o'clock in the M.orN.ing.
• Sleep on, my love, in thy snug bed.
Never to be disquieted."
Thoughts of Seniors may fill thy head.
But not their pins thy cushion red.
Mar. 10. Xorumbega sings Pepita.
Zeta Alpha dinner for Pierian Sodality. '^',;
Concert in the evening by Pierian Sodality, inider the
auspices of Zeta Alpha.
Mar. II. Miss H-nn-m "unifies the diverse:" the Psychologists
of '90 iniiversally edified.
Mar. 14. An elucidation on Scriptural text
:
German physician in great perplexity ; " He saiz (the
temperance patient) dat he \yould rather die dan take de alcoholic stutl', because
it \vould itijure lieez Jiealth."
Mar. 15. Debate on the Irish Question in Parliament.
Mr. Speaker
—
Sir'. "Mr. Morley's a pretty big man!"
Lord Randolph Churchill -j- bis tall hat = one Eton boy.




The amiable Mr. Smith caps the cHmax by his conciHatory attempts.
Mar. 17. Faculty reception to Sophomores.
Mar. 22. Latin lecture by Miss Lord.
Informal reception at Wood Cottage to Phi Sigma.
Meeting of Zeta Alpha Society.
Meeting of Art Society.
Meeting of Shakespeare Society (Sonnets).
Meeting of Microscopical Society.
Mar. 24. Plav, "A Scrap of Paper," by '91 for '92.
Concert by Carl Faelten.
Mar. 27. Winter Term closes.
/T\oralizir)<5 abbreviated.
Sale l/III. • • •
Of Tsi^f^ESTRmL Dust.
"/a^/.s" are stnhhorii tilings.^
April S. Spring Term opens.
A cold and slow-acting mixture of vacation precipitates and acidulous room-mates.
Aprii. 12. Lecture bv Prof M. N. Morgan in Latin Literature.
Open meeting of Phi .Sigma Society.
Aprii. 14. Reception to Miss Bothe.
Concert by Miss O'Brion, assisted by Messrs. David Kuntz and Leo Schulz.
April 15. Lecture on "Isaiah" by Professor Harper.
The leader of '93 rebukes the "pilgrims" for their slothful progress, giving the
backsliders opportunity to desist from the ascent toward "the mountain-top."
April 17. G. H. T. "At it agin," in contrary sense.
April iS. Anniversary chartering of regenerated Greek letter Societies.
Celebrated by petition for "Students' Council." Granted.
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April 19. Lecture by Miss Lord: "'Horace."
Meeting of Phi Sigma Society.
April 31. Reading by Professor Murdock : "Julius Cffisar."
April 24. Fifteenth day passed without rain in year 1890.
*, " ' [-Exhibition Drill in Gymnasium.
April 25. j
April 26. Dr. George .Shinn on " Brook Farm and Early Communism.
Meeting of Zeta Alpha Society.
Meeting of Microscopical Society.
Meeting of Art Society.
April 28. Concert by College Glee and Banjo Clubs.
/^pplieatior).
!Mv beloved, this arid chronicle is man's ordinary lot.
Sale I/.
Of the PlFTH rvjONTH.
"^(jy, with alle thy floures and thy greetie^
Welcome he thou, faire, fresshe May.'^
^L\Y
]May 3.
The erste day, it saith in bookes elde.
The King of Love his open court hath helde;
And so, for love that in our hertes dwelte.
And syn for other maydens we han felte.
At even to the chapel wenden we,
To learn of Students' Aid Society.
A learned man in lore political.
Who highte Mr. Edward Everett Hale,
Hath come to telle the maydens as hem liste
About the party hight Nationaliste.








Anotiier, one who loves his tellow-nian.
And doeth for hun as much as ever he can,
A piteous tale of lands across the sea
These maydens told: George Kennan highte he.
On another nighte
Some scores of maydes, all happv, faire, and brighte,
To divers places gaylv hem betook,
And some, perchance, thro' microscopes to look,
And some to daunce and have a social chat,
And some to put hir votes into the hat,
That officers for Phi Sigma be chosen.
Concert bv Liica Fumagelli.
Open meeting of .Shakespeare Society (Merchant of Venice).
The felawe of abstinence ben attemperannce, that holdeth the meem in alle thynges, to the intent,
therefore, that these maydens han a good understanding of hir dutee in this mattere, that is
to seyn, in the mattere of attemperannce, a most worthy Christian gentleman who highte Neal




On this night the Society Zeta Alpha hath come with merry herte.
to Society Hall, to hold pleasannt discoui'se.
And all the chapelle gan to ring
With noise and swetenesse of the songe.
But it had be a blessed thynge of Heaven.
For soothe was never heard so sweete a Steven,
May 30. Jimior Promenade.
When that the moneth of May
Is comen, and that we here the foules synge,
And that the floures ginnen for to sprynge,
Fairwel to boke and to devocioun !
Than walken we wher softly beams the moon,
And all the air is loud with music scheene.
So faire a sight, in soothe, is seldom seene."
To microscope once more some maydens wenden.
And with Phi Sigma shall my tale enden.
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Sale /.
Of the gEauTY of a P^ithful rvjiNti.
' W^ 7!'/// 7voH- and mould the -woman to the fuller day.
In a certain land, great grief prevailed concerning the loss of a beautiful and noble
lady, who had been the light of her countrymen. No one could explain her dis-
appearance, but it was commonly believed that she had been surreptitiously stolen,
there having been many suitors for her hand. When she no longer walked in
their midst, her people quickly began to sicken and fade away. The emperor be-
came alarmed at this, and cast about to find some remedy. A number of maidens
he summoned to his court, that they might daily be instructed to emulate this
beloved lady, and thus achieve her end. Masters many, who had observed this
lady's code of life, vvere brought before this assembly to expound her laws.
June 2. To criticise, in works of all men, the Master Mabie taught them was their function,
but with generous, intelligent spirit. Nature's sympatiiy unloused the tongues of the
JrxE 6. most eloquent, and (on Tree Day) they burst forth in passionate appeal to their
Qiieen, and summoned all beauty, art, wit, and grace to join them in their pledge as
servitors to the court and followers of their greater benefactress. Beauty and wisdom
they might have, yet the masters told them the Lady of the kingdom had a greater
power. Strength they must have on land and sea, so maritime skill was aimed for
then. ''Bob Cooke" became their watchword, raw meat their diet, early hours
Ti'NE 7. their law, and Noah's Arks their daily destiny. A trial of their nautical perfection
JlN'E 9. occurred before the court, and found them not wanting. Other trials in music, art,
June 14. science, and examinations on various themes, tested their progress. One senior band
June 11-20. stood approved and ready.
June 14. The little body of Truthseekers, in lieu of their near separation, met to bind them-
JuNE 20. selves in closer fellowship under the sign Z A. The senior maids convened, in con-
vivial mood, to supper, and to listen to a prophecy of '90's glorious future.
June 22. A final exhortation, a Baccalaureate sermon by Dr. Tucker.
June 33. On the following dav a great celebration was held in the court of the Emperor, and the
news spread far and near of the approaching entry of the senior maidens into the
world's service. On the morrow the commencement step toward the end was taken.
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June 24. Armed with the Emperor's signet in mystic B.A., B.S., they passed down the
aisles through the throngs of visitors, who wondered, as they went, at their steady,
unfaltering step, and the steadfast gaze in their radiant eves ; but onlv a fe\v specta-
tors could see in the distance afore the long file, a beautiful vision of a woman fair
and stately, graciously beckoning while the maidens followed on, on, on, till lost
to view.
/IppliQatior).
My beloved, the beautiful Lady is the ideal for which the world grieves. Anyone may









go's President : "Ami but herself admits no parallel."
Editor-in-Chief : •' Bold, quick, ingenious, forward, capable."
" I pant for the wild and woolU' West,
Where no other girl e'er goes.
There will my heart take up its rest,
And bloom like a prairie rose."
LATER.
" I've decided to go to the cottony South,
To the rich, warm, torrid zone ;
At the Mississippi's opaline mouth.
Address Miss L. M-g-n-."
C-n-nt. 'go: 1 " Marv and Martha just gone along,
-rt-ii. 'go : ) To ring that charming bell."
P. G.'s '• O sir ! I must not tell my age.''
J/-d-rzc'-//, 'go •' Easy, affable, familiar, friendly."
K-ll-gff, 'gj : " 'Tis she ; I ken the manner of her gait."
There was a tall man of BuflVdo,
Who made no pretences shallow ;
To the best of her kind
He made up his mind,
And of Welleslev he chose one not callow.— G-zc->is, 'go.
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" Thrives against hope, and, in the rudest scene,
Storms I)ut enHven its unfading green ;
Exuberant is the shadow it supplies."
—
'Sg's Tree.
D--7I, 'gi : '-Of manners gentle, of atlections mild."
'' Mistcr-r" Stnhbs : "Words of learned length and thundering sound."
"To those who know thee not, no words can paint:
And those who know thee, know all words are faint."
—
M-y, 'po.
" O, I am a charming Wellesley girl.
And my brain with thought is big :
I'm a Senior bright, and a Phi Sigmite,
And everything else but a dig."
—
C-rt-s, 'go.
L--k, 'gi : " Thou canst not teach me to forget."
W-gg-n., 'go: " You are yoked with a lamb."
" Listen, mv children, and you shall hear
Of a ride that proved to be rather dear."
—
A Waban Episode.
M-s-n, 'go: " Unseen at church."
B-ldtc-n,'gi : '^\ am not gamiisome. . . . Given too much to allicholy and musing.
'• Nothing lovelier can be found
In woman, than to study household good."—//-/-, 'go.
L-n-, 'Sg : '•• Pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw."
'g2 : " No quarrel, but a slight contention."
-;V-«, 'go: "She had a pensive beauty: yet not sad."
" She was in logic a great critic,
Profoundlv skilled in :malytic."
—
M-s-?t, Spec.
M-tch-ll. '8g: " Flashes of merriment, that were wont to set the t:d)lc on a roar."
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B-c-ii, 'go: '"A Case of Redintes^ratioii.— It seems like, Miss , I remember something
in Freshman Ethics."
" Clov tiie hungry edge of appetite
By bare imagination of a feast."
—
Greek Letter Societies.
A Senior Section Book: " And those are punished most who most obey."
Br-ffgs., 'g2 : '' As merry as the day is long."
G-dfr-y. 'go: " My business brooks naught of dalliance."
Specials: " We must be free or die."
" Oh ! 'tis an easie thing
To write and sing."
—
I^-tc/i, 'go.
S//-rzv-n. 'go: "' For I am nothing if not critical."
f/ -
-df-rd^ 'gi : " We call it only pretty Fannie's way."
" She is piettv to walk with,
And witty to talk with.
And ]3lcasant, too, to think on."
—
PI- -s-nts, '8g.
B-ck-)ig/i-»i, Spec: " O that this too, too solid flesh would melt."
The Prelude harrows
Our friend M. B-rr-ws,
As she works on it day by day.
There came a grim failure,
And sought to assail her,
But she chased the black booger away.
Dr-ss-r, 'go: " She chanted snatches of old tunes, as one incapable of her o-vn distress."
S. T-vl-r.'gi : •' This letter will make a contemplative idiot of me." . . . " Sealed in yain."
I\/-rs-, 'go : " The fair, the chaste, and unexpressiye she."
H-m-lt-ii^ 'go: "A turn for punning."
LEGENDA.
Zoiil. I.: " Holds the eel of science by the tail."
Wood Cottage: "I'll not to bed to-night."
" There was a maid in our town,
Anil she was wondrous wise
;
There ne'er was rule of order known
To which she coidd not rise."
—
B-tlnc-U. 'go.
" The gravity and stillness of your youth
The world hath noted."
—
1^2.
D- -11. 'go: " Though vanquished, she could argue still."
" Her cogitative foculties immersed
In cogibunditv of cogitation."
—
Dr-itsf- -Id. 'go.
Jl'-st, 'gj : " Chanting faint hymns to the cold, fruitless moon."
.Mc-v-r, 'go : '' How various her employments."
jVo. J, Noru7iibega : " Leave this keen encounter of our wits."




B-szi'-i-t/i, 'go: "Pray, write me a poem, ma'am."
"My flowers, my cabbages, my commonplace.
But fragrant, and, what's more, productive beans."— A. Sin-tk, 'go.
" Whom folly pleases, and whose follies please."
" To beguile many, and be beguiled by one."
—
N-rt-n., 'go.
" There's a language in her eve, her cheek, her lip ;
Nay, her foot speaks."
—
T-fl, 'go.






" She is a good one, and her worthhiess
Does challenge much respect."
—
H-ls-y, 'go.
Legenda Editor ( before I : " Devise, wit 1 write, pen ! for I am for whole volumes in folio."
Legenda Editors ( after ) : •' Wretched unidea'd girls."
•' Sore labor's bath.
Ciiief nourisher In life's feast."—C .X-zciii-n, 'gj.
G. Sm-t/iy \)2 : '• This honest creature doubtless sees and knows more, much more, than
slie unfolds."




" Hath thy toil
O'er books consumed the midnight oil.'"-
—
Er-s-r. 'go.
" The best of all ways
To lengthen our days.
Is to steal a few hours from the night, mv dear I "
—
M-ns-n, 'go.
Junior Physics, Light : " I 'gin to be awearv of the sun."
R-S-. 'go : •' Thy transports moderate."
L- -d-rb-ni. 'go : '' Her disposition slie inherits, which makes fair gifts fairer."
"Cheered up iierself with ends of verse.
And sayings of philosophers." Gr- -nb-iik, 'go.
Welleslcy College : ' Far from gav cities and the ways of men."
St-zc-rt. S/tc'c.: • With as little a web as tills, will 1 ensnare as great a fly as Cassio."
Rhetoric : •' The wihhiess of those compositions which go liy tlie name of essays."
—
{See
Gemtng's Rhetoric, page 141.)
LEGENDA.
F-tch^ 'go, H-?ii-/f-?2, 'go: "A niern twain: true tViendsliip in each paid."
^Vo. JJ2 : '• This must be tiie music of the spears."
Tli-rn, Spec: " Tiiat hccillessne.ss of all around."
McN-r-. 'go: " Wild heap of wit."
St-zc-rt, 'gj : " When Cii'sar savs ' Do this,' it is performeil."
" Ah ! distinctly I remember, it \vas in the chill December,
And each cuticle and member was \\ ith inHuenza sore."
— Iiijlitetiza Sufferers.
^Ir. D-ly: '• The general favorite, as the general friend."
•• 'Twas a liand
White, delicate, dimpled, warm, languid, and bland,"
—
Szv- -ts-r, 'go.
Psvchology Papers: "My perceptions reel." "
" Rare compound of odditv, frolic, and fun
;
Who relished a joke, and rejoiced in a pim."
—
P-rr->/. 'gi.
B-lf- -Id. 'g2 : '• An inviting eve; and vet, methinks, right modest."
B-rii-s, 'gi : " She coude songes make, and wel endite."
B. Sm-tli. 'go : " I have an exposition of sleep come upon me."
Sylvan us, Jr.: •• A harmless, necessary cat."
C!-rk-. 'go: " A naturalized guardian angel, she I "
JM-tcIi-ll, 'go : " Being troubled with a raging tooth, I could not sleep."
'/ii-rs-n, 'g2 : ' Noble, wise, judicious, best knowing the needs of the season."
'py ; ' Sweet is the infant's waking smile."
'go's Renic7nbrance of Freshman Days : " My salad davs— \\ hen I was green in judgment.
'go's Parl/ameitt : " 'Twill be recorded for a precedent."
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There once was a tom-cod all shinev,
Who was ta'en from his home in the brin\ ;
When (haw n b\' Miss H-dg-r,
Thev all did allege her,
To be a rare artist from Chinv.
" Though I am not splenetive and rash,
Yet have I in me something dangerous."
—
C. M-ll-r. 'gi.
Szv-ft. ^go : " Mv train are men of choice and rarest parts."
N. B. Where law has once raised an admonishing hand,
There liberty cares not to go
;
The voice of the dragon has ceased in the land.
But the sound of the grinding is low.
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THREE OF (II MANI CHOICE BARGAINS.
NUMBER ONE.
Tliis pretty Desk is solid
quaiiered oak, selected, thor-
oughly well made through-
out, antique finish, brass
trimmings and guards around
top. Spacious compartments,
drawers, and pigeon-holes in-
side. One wide drawer out-
side; large shelf beneath for
papers, or as a foot-rest.
THE PRICE IS $10.00.
NUMBER TWO.
A good Game Table is an
indispensable adjunct in ev-
ery house. Here is one in
richly grained solid oak, with
hinged top, made to lock
down automatically when in
use, and capable, folded, of
stowing away in the space
behind a door or sofa. It is
rigid and firm as a rock, and
will last an ordinary lifetime.
NUMBER THREE. TABLE OF CONTENTS.
The cabinet.
1st. The top shelf for a French clock or
vase. 2d. Under this a wide, deep recess.
with bevelled mirror at back. 3d. A
large, square closet, with lock and key.
^th. Beneath this a drawer.
The writing-desk.
ist. Automatic metal hangers to sup-
port lid when desk is open. 2d. Deep com-
partment below, four pigeon-holes, and
wide shelf above. 3d. Dust-proof finish
throughout. 4th. Just a good size; ready
always for immediate use.
THE BOOKCASE.
1st. Books are handy when writing.
2. Weight all at bottom, giving strength
and rigidity to the whole. 3d. Three
wide shelves for fifty or sixty volumes.
4th. Rod for curtain to save dust, dirt,
and fading.
Ask yourself if this Cabinet-Secretary
Bookcase is not worth $45.' Well, our
price is $15.00.
On receipt of 10 cents we will mail our
catalogue, containing 260 Engravings.
PAINE'S FURNITURE CO. 48 CANAL ST.,
South Side Boatoi i Uaise Depot.
LEGENDA.
For • Fine • Footwear
No. 3 Clarlc's Blocl<,
WHERE YOU WILL FIND THE LARGEST AND NICEST STOCK OF BOOTS AND SHOES
IN NATICK.
No. 3 Clark's Block. Natlck, Mass.
JOSEPH E. De \X/ITT,
/T^aQijfaGturer of PlGlUT^ Fr3rT\^S, a^d Dealer ir)
FINE STATIONERY, ARTIST MATERIALS, AND STATUARY,
14 Main Street, Natick, Mass.
LEGENDA.
EYES.
I wish to announce that I have provided myself with a complete set of Aiidemair's test lenses.
With these valuable aids, and the thirty years' experience in Optical Science. I am
prepared to examine EYES and fit glasses by the latest and most
approved methods. NO CHARGE for examination.
A Full Line of Watches, Clocks, jewelry, Silverware, Optical Goods. Etc., constantly on hand.
REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS. 3 CLARK'S Block, Natick
A promising Senior remarks that she has no
time for fiction wlien advised to read the College
regulations.




Roll Top Desks suitable for small





Send '.' for .• Catalogue.
LEGENDA.
The Wellesley School,
2027 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
MISS CORDELIA BRITTINGHAM, PRINCIPAL.
Established and i}iai}itaiiied under tlic direction of tlie Wellesley College Faculty.
TJie teacliers are Wellesley College graduates.
Has Preparatory, Academic, Graiiiviar, Primary, and Musical Departments. Re-
ceives a limited miniher of boarding pupils.
Pupils prepared here are admitted -vithout further examination to Wellesley College.
The School is under the care of Dr. J. R. Miller and Ho)i. fohft Wanamaker.
For circular and information, address
y. R. MILLER. /).D.,






21 and 23 TEMPLE PLACE.
Strictly First -Class Goods at Popular Prices.
All the Latest Novelties in Fine Millinery :ire shown on our counters as soon as in Paris, London, or Berlin markets.
YOUR I'A'rnON.\<;E IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.
GEORGE M. WETHERN.
I.EGENDA.
G. LAMKIN & CO.
28 TREMONT ROW, BOSTON,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
FINE-5-BOOT5,-i-5HOES-s-aNL)-t-5LIPPER5
ONE PROFIT SAVED BY PURCHASING OF THE MANUFACTURERS.
BOOTS AND SHOES MADE TO MEASURE.
WELLESLEY STUDENTS are entitled to a discount
OF TEN PER CENT FROM REGULAR PRICES. PaCTORY AT rvjlLFOREi, (^ONN.
J. B. BAILEY,
Qopf^^etioper,
AFTER TWO YEARS' ABSENCE, HAS RETURNED TO THE OLD STAND,
ISTo. 4S Tx/EST STK.EET, . . . BOSTON:, nv[jPLSS.
LOVERS OF HIS FINE CANDIES CAN FIND THEM THERE ONLY.
£diMm
Pen Drawrng and Relief-Plate Engraving from Photograph.
T^HfIE ABOVE RELIEF-PLATE AND THE HALF-TONE ON THE
REVERSE PAGE ILLUSTRATE TWO METHODS OF PHOTO-
ENGRAVING. THE PLATES CAN BE PRINTED WITH TYPE, IN
AN ORDINARY PRINTING-PRESS.
COLLEGE VIEWS AND INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP PORTRAITS
REPRODUCED BY THE PHOTO-TYPE PROCESS,
WE HAVE EXCELLENT FACILITIES FOR THE COMPLETE
PRODUCTION OF COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS.
BOSTON PH()T()GRA\'rRE CO.,
27 BOYLSTON ST.




LEWIS COLLINS. President. ARTHUR J. ELWANG, Secretary.
BENNETT H. YOUNG, Vice-President. STUART R. YOUNG, Treasurer.
Collins Paint and Varnish Works,
:, i^ir.








15 West street, BOSTON, mass.
* MUSIC* PUBLISHER*
SOLE AGENT IN THE UNITED STATES FOR
Henry Litolff. Braunschweig; Edwix Ashdown. London; The Vienna Conservatory Edition of
Classical Pianoforte Music; "The Lute" and "The Choir" Editions of Sacred Music in
octavo form; the "Edition Chanot." Celebrated Compositions tor the Violin, etc.
Schmidt's Graded Catalogue for Teachers' Use.
Catalogue of Organ Music, Catalogue of Part Songs, Anthems, etc.. in octavo form. Catalogue of Music
for the ^'ioli^, etc.
SEIUNTT F'ES.EIE: "CJI=OISr jfii.I=E=LIC.fls.TIOKr.
If my editions cannot be found at your regular dealer's, send direct to me, where all orders will receive prompt
and careful attention, and favorable rates of discounts.
SELEeTIO/MS PO-R TEAeME-RS A/NTD SE/V\ I Al AKI ES MADE A SPEEIALTy,
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
THE AMERICAN ORGAN JOURNAL, By J. M. Coward,
Selections and Arrangements from the works of the best classi-
cal and modern composers. 2 vols., scarlet cloth; each, $2.00.
MANUEL GARCL\, SCHOOL OF SINGIXG, FOR THE
MEDIUM VOICE. 50 cents.
100 ORIGINAL DAILY EXERCISES FOR THE PI.\NO.
FORTE. By Edm. Neupert. Op. 57. Introduced in many
Conservatories. 75 cents.
SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES, CHANTS AND CHOR-
ALS, to the Elements of Harmony. By Stephen X. Emekv.
50 cents.
PREPARATORY SCHOOL TO THE WELLTEMPERED
CLAVICHORD, and other larger works of ]. S. Bach. By
Conrad Kchner. $1.00.
CHAS. E. TINNEY'S VOCAL METHOD. $1.00.
24 SHORT MELODIOUS STUDIES FOR THE PIANO-
FORTE, By A, D. TcKNER, Op. .;o. Bk. )., $1.50; Bk..
II., $1,2;,
H, V, WOLZOGOGEN'S GUIDE througli the Music of Wai;-
ner's '* Ring of the Niblelungen." 50 cents.
THE GRIEG ALBUM, containing Op. 3, Op. 6, Op. 12, Op. 19.
The most favorite pieces of this well-known composer, with
portrait and autograph. $1.50.
FERD. SIEBER, AGILITY. Op. 136. 30 Short Vocalises.
High, Medium, Low, Each, 75 cents,
12 .MELODIOUS STUDIES, of medium difficulty. Hy H, \V.
NiciioLL. Op, 26. $1.50.
DICT10N.\RY OF MUSICAL TERMS AND ELEMENTS
OF MUSIC. By Edw, M. Lott and O. B, Brow.n,
IBostora: jPLpiT^iXJR. F. SCM:]V[IIDT.
LEGENDA.
I^t;)etorie Jo'^'?-
Air— "Comin' thro' the Rye.'
1. Don't you love to write an essay?
Yes, I know you do.
Oh ! an essay is but pastime —
Bliss to such as you.
2. Here's debating, joy forever,
—
Trains the female mind;
Gives precision, prunes, and prisms,
Grace of e\"erv kind.
To be continned.
Classical School poi^ Gii^ls,
1961 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK.
S FEIC I^Ps-L. COTUPiSE I IST COLLEGE EI^E FjPs.I^.zPlTIO KT,
FITTING FOR ALL COLLEGES OPEN TO WOMEN.
Kxperience in this work has s^iven the Princip;ils knowledge of the training required tor a successful entrance into College.
Pupils fitted in the School are now in Wellesley, Smith, Vassar, Oberlin, and Barnard. Also, a
GI^jOlDXJjPlTIN:G COLrP2.SE,
Embracing advanced study in Languages, Science, and Literature. Excellent advantages in Art and Music.
CATALOGUE, with terms, description of courses, etc., sent on application.
MISS NORTH AND MISS BARNES, Principals.
LEGENDA.











Is the only Company that has offices East and North of Boston, or West and North of Wor-
cester in New England, Canada, and the Provinces, and, therefore, is tlie only one that can
send or receive trunivs, or other shipments, at one charge.
5170 pmerieai} ^xpress Qompar^y
Is the only Compan\ which runs over the Boston and Alban\ and New Yorl< Central Rail-
roads to points in the West, Nortliwest, and .Southwest. Therefore,
Sf^e pmerieai7 ^xpress QDrnpa^y
Can serve a large majority of the pupil> and patrons of Wellesley College better than any
other. •
RATES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST!
TIME BETTER THAN THE BEST!
Special Trains West of Albany which run fiaster than passenger trains.
LEGENDA.
Beal, Higgins & Henderson/
DRY GOODS,
SILKS, WOOLENS, LINENS, COTTONS, FLANNELS, EMBROIDERIES, LACES,
HOSIERY, GLOVES, RIBBONS. LADIES' AND GENTS' UNDER-
WEAR, HANDKERCHIEFS, CORSETS, Etc.
UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS,
SMALL "WARES.
BLACK AND xMOURNING GOODS
OF E\ERV DESCUIPTIOX.
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED AND PROMPTLY FILLED.
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS THE LOWEST.




We desire to call attention to the fact that we have opened an office and established a delivery to our
patrons in Wellesley.
Our lines extend in every direction,— East, West, North, and South.
Trains with our Special Messengers accompanying, leave Wellesley for Boston at 6.53, S.15, 1 1.07, A. M.
;
1-55. 3-39. 5-36 P- M.
Leave Boston for Wellesley and the West at 6.45. 9.15, 10.00, 10.55 •'^- ^i- \ i-30' 3-45' .v.io i'- M-
OFFICE AT KARB'S SHOE STORE.
All orders intrusted to our care will receive prompt and faithful attention. Rates as low as b_v any
responsible Company, and will be furnished by the Agent at Wellesley, or by Edward Sands, Route
Agent, Boston.
WALDO ADAMS, Manager, Boston.








WE CARRY IN STOCK
?1ll the Different gnaDEs LawN Tennis ^hoes,
LA.ROE VARIETY.
ALSO OXFORD TIES FOR STREET WEAR,
OUR OWN IVTA-KE.
HZNGrLISM: Ax/jPLLPillSTG- IBOOXS jPl
S. C. JAMESON & CO.
IS "Winter Street.
ABRAHAM BIGELOW, JR.
Hack, Livery, Boarding and Sale Stable
First-cLass Horses aNd carriages to Let.
CAREFUL DRIVERS PROVIDED.
Barges, Wagonettes, Landaus and Hacks furnished for Parties. Passengers conveyed
to and from the Station of B. & A. R. R.
AI_L ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
BiGELOW'S Livery, Central St., Wellesle^^.
LBGENDA.
RHETORIC song-Continued.
3. It will widen your horizon,
Broaden all your views.
Make you lively, wide awaken.
All vour vagueness fuse.
4. I have subjects comprehensive.





(/9aisfs, • (/9l7ifG • Dfesses • and • Sacfe,
For Ladies, Misses and Children, made to order, a Specialty.
JERSEY KNIT UNDERGARMENTS. IN SILK, JAEGER WOOL AND GAUZE.
Special Importation of EMBROIDERIES at greatly reduced prices.
C. BATES (up one flight 1, 47 WINTER STREET.
M. c. bfjigHaivi.
Druggist.
No. 5 Wilson House block.
SUMMER STREET.
N AT ICK, iV| ASS.
LEGENDA.
Boston, New Iork, and Chicago Teachers' Agencies.








Mrs. J. J. GRACE,
LCA «• fflODE ^ ffllLLINBI^Y ^ StOI^E,
No. 26 Temple Place, Boston.
MOURNING GOODS ALWAYS ON HAND AND ORDERS TAKEN AT RESIDENCES.
LEGENDA.
Mightv Jove launches nn thundL-rbolt at the- Pliaeton of to-day, proudly circling the world with his fiery steeds, drawing the triumphant
CHARIOT OF THE LAMP. Wherever civilization dwells, tliere the
HOLLINGS PATENT EXTENSION LAMP
shines supreme. Absolutely safe, and the finest illuminator of tlie aj;e. As a reading-Jamp it stands unequaled.
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING, in all its branches, is our exclusive business. Fixtures for Gas, Oil, and Electricity,
*e=* We cannot be undersold by any dealer in goods of the same quALiTY of material, workmanship, and design. Manv inexperi-
enced buyers are deceived by cheap imitations. Our goods are sterling metal; our prices low. Examine both and be convinced.
A fine assortment of Brass and Wroutrht^Iron Fenders, Fire Set?, and Andirons, and other goods in this line, especially adapted
FOR StIDENT.s' use.
R. HOLLINGS & CO., Manufacturers and Importers,






MAKE A DELIGHTFUL LUNCH.
Nothing better with Cheese,— a custom which is fast becoming popular.
These goods are made entirely bv hand, and from carefully selected material.
We manufacture a complete line of Plain and Fancv Biscuit, including
over 300 different varieties.
F, fl, KENNEDY & CD,




Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. Horsfokd.
This preparation is a brain food. It increases the capacity for mentai labor ^ and acts
as a general tonic and vitalizer. It rests the tired brain
^
and
imparts thereto new life and energy.
Dr. D. P. McClvre, Ratitoul, III., says : " Very beneficial to streng:tht.-n the intellect."
Dr. O. C. Stol't, Sj'racuse, N. V., savs : " I gave it to one patient who was unable to transact the most ordinary business, because
his brain was ' tired and confused ' upon tfte least mental exertion. Immediate benefit and ultimate recoverv followed."
Dr. Chas. T. Mitchell, Canandaigua, X. Y., says : " I recommend it as a restorative in all cases where the nervous system
has been reduced below the normal standard by ovenvork, as found in brain workers, professional men, teachers, stuilents, etc."
Dr. F. W. Lytle, Lebanon, III., says : " I have personally used it with marked advantage when overworked, and the nervous
system much depressed."
Dr. K. \V. Robertson, Cleveland, O., says : " Can cordially recommend it as a brain and ner\'e tonic."
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
IIEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION".— Be sure the word *' Horsford's " is printed on the label. All others are spurious. Never sold in bulk,
G. H. CHESSMAN. J. M. SULLIVAN.
GEO. H. CHESSMAN & CO.,
(Successors to Hiland, Chessman A: Co.)
GENERAL COMMISSION
FRODUCE DEi^LERS,




39th Street and Fifth Avenue.











Carriage Entranee, lO aoU 112 Bedford Street.
Latest Styles, Choicest Designs, ami Newest Fabrics in JACKETS,
WRAPS, CAPES, etc., for Traveling and for Street
Wear, always on display.
(Discount to Students.)
J. TjPlILBY & SON,
FLORISTS,
OPPOSITE RAILROAD STATION, W^ELLESLEV
Cut Flowers and Plants of the choicest varieties constantlv on hand.
looses, ^arrjatiops, Cilies of tf?e Ualley, l/ioli?ts, ^^(^lisl^ primroses it) tf?eir Seasorj.
Bulbs 'f) Uarii^ty.
Floral designs for all occasions, arranged at shortest notice. Orders b_v mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
Flowers carefully packed and forwarded to all parts of the
United States and Canada.
LEGENDA.
Successors to ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT ^: CO.'S Retail Department,
Publishers, Importers, ;ind Dealers in
Foreign and v American •:- Sheet v Music.
Special Depot for Publications of Breitkopf & Hartel, Litolff, Peters, Angerier,
SCHIRMER, NoVELLO, EtC.
MAIL ORDERS AND SELECTIONS FOR TEACHERS ATTENDED TO WITH SPECIAL CARE.
F*lease Send for Catalogue.
13 West Street, Boston, Mass.
T. E. MOSELEY & Co.
469 Washington Street, Boston,
DEALERS IN
BOOTS AND SHOES.
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF WALKING BOOTS AND SHOES FOR YOUNG LADIES.
Slippers and Oxford Ties in Black, Bronze, and all colors of Suede or Ooze Kid for evening
wear. Tennis Shoes in great variety. Prices reasonable.
DISCOUNT TO FACULTY AND STUDENTS OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE.
LEGENDA.
RHETORIC SONG--C0NCLUOEO.
5. Thus you'll learn to wield the hammer.
Mighty hammer. Thought.
Rhetoric is its mightier handle;
Thought without it, nought.
H. BROAD, JR,
BOOT AND SHOE I^EBAII^ER-.
All work neatly and promptly done at reasonable prices.




Trimmings. Buttons, Laces, Gloves, Yarns





Newark - Boston - Cleveland
St. Louis - Chicago
TrtE OLD UNlTEO STATES rfOTEL,
OF BOSTON
has maintained its RESPECTABILITY AND EXCELLENCE.
Originally the largest Hotel in Boston, it has been twice
enlarged years ago, by the extensive wings on Kingston and
Lincoln Streets, named respectively Oregon and Texas.
During the past five years it has been under the management of
Mr. TILLY HAYNES, of Springfield, Mass.
who has completely renovated, enlarged and improved the prop-
erty, and last year added still another hundred rooms, by building
across from Texas to Oregon.
Think of a Hotel from Texas to Oregon, and you will understand
why this notice is written, which is to say that the UNITED
STATES recommends itself for its quiet, orderly management, and
the notable character of its guests, its numerous public rooms and
grand old parlors, broad halls and numerous stairways, while none
of its 500 Guest Rooms are above the fourth floor.
These, with its very central location, its most excellent
table, and moderate charges, recommend it to all who
have once shared its hospitality.
LEGENDA.
She was dreamily scanning tlie bulletin-board, when suddenly she read, '• Undergraduates
cut and made to order!" It was a shock to find this heretofore vaguely-felt truth published so
conspicuously. But she recovered when she saw that hhe had misinterpreted the sensations
from the word -'Undergarments." She had read herself into them too much.
Ppot;l;)(^eary,
O West Central Street, Naticlc, Masss
physicians' pkescriptions accl'ratelv and
honestly compounded.
C. SEAVER, Jr.,
Portrait • and • Landscape • Photographer,
WEST NEWTON, MASS.
LEGENDA.
IVJISS iy[lTTLEBERGER (g) (g> ®
® rv^ISS gL^KEMORE'S
SCHOOL,
1020 PROSPECT STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
New Building and Fine Equipment. All Departments under Specialists. College
Preparation a feature. Certificate accepted by Wellesley, Smith, Vassar,





A quiet hotel, with a cafe of rare exxellence, situated on Beacon Hill, near tlie State House,
and convenient to all the large stores and places of amusement.
S. R. SMITH, Manager.
LEGENDA.
'90'5 CameQt for Jyl^aOUS-
I once had a sweet little cat, dears, —
The prettiest cat in the world :
His fur was so yellow and white, dears,
And his tail was so charminsjlv curled.
To be continued.
KEELER & COMPANY,
IP1T«RC m^ ilraOLSTI ;t<
Cabinet and Upholstered Work
MADE TO ORDER.
WASHINGTON AND ELM STREETS, BOSTON.
studies and libraries furnished.
Branch at Bar Harbor. Factory at East Cambridge.
J. J. ARAKELYAN, Printer,
148 and 150 Pearl Street, Boston.
Mr. Arakehan, who represents this firm, is one of the enterprising printers of Boston. In
1SS3 he htunched into the venture which has since met with much material success under his man-
agement. There already have been printed in his establishment a goodly number of standard
works, and for several years he has had the contract for the Boston Directory. An extensive order,
executed several times for Jordan, Marsh & Co. by Mr. Arakelvan, \vas a large illustrated cata-
logue, the number printed being 100,000 copies at each issue. Messrs. Jordan, ^Slarsh & Co.
wrote, concerning the work : "You printed our Fall and Winter Catalogue in a verv^satisfactory
manner. The quality as well as promptness of the work was better than we ever had before."
He may safely be trusted with all classes of printing, for his presses are of the latest and
most approved kind. Publishers of Books. Catalogues, Periodicals, etc., illustrated or otherwise,
\yill find it to their advantage to consult him.
LEGENDA.
The Thomson- Houston Electric Co.
MANUrACTCRER OF
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING BY DIRECT AND ALTERNATE CURRENTS.
ELECTRIC ARC LIGHTING.
Series Incandescent Lighting on Arc Light Circuits.
Street Lighting by Incandescent Lamps.
Transmission of Power for Statiimary Work.
Electrical Street Car Propulsion.
THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
620 Atlantic Avenite. Boston^ Mass. 148 Michigan Avenue.^ Chicago, III.






.^ ^O well known as the " Oldtown" of Mrs. Stowe's book, and histoiicallv as the scene of
J _ / the labors of Eliot, the apostle to the Indians, has been thoroughly repaired, painted,
and refurnished, and is now open t(j the public.
This Hotel is on the line of the Boston & Albany Railroad, three quarters of an hour's
ride from Boston, and is connected bv wav of stage to Wellesle^- College, passing the beautiful
estate of H. H. Hunnevvell.
Guests are conveyed at meal lioLU's to and from the College free of charge, by coach.
A good Liverv is connected with the house, and good Fishing, Boating, Bathing, and
other recreations are at the command of guests.
A. Bailey, of Bailey's Boston Express, the proprietor, is thoroughly acquainted with all
the details of the business, and will leave nothing undone that will conduce to the health,
comfort, and convenience of the guests.
PROPRIETOR.
LEGENDA.
•90'S LAMENT FOR S Y LV ANUS--C0NTINOED.
But I lost my poor little cat, dears.
As one day on the fourth floor he played:
I cried and I called him by name, dears.





323 WASHINGTON STREET, Opposite Head of Milk Street, and 103 BOYLSTON STREET, near Arlington Street,
IBOSTOISr, 1XLS^S,S,.
RACHEL A. ROBINSON,
• • DRESS-MAKING • •
Art Embroidery, Designing, Stamping, Dress -Reform Garments,
Jenness Miller Dresses and Divided Skirts.




A HoPTie Scl^ool for Girls of all ages.
Its pupils are received at Wellesley or Smith College without examination.
This school offers the advantages of healthful location, home comforts, and excellent
teachers, each a specialist in her own deprntment.
Terms, $350 a year.
For circulars address the Principal.
TEACHERS, 1889-90.
JULIA T. WILLIAMS, Principal.
LIZZIE A. FR.\NCIS, Associate Principal.
ELLEN G. MEANS, B.A., Latin and Greek.
MARIE DE LA NIEPCE, French.
SARAH W. HAKES, German.
ROSALIE PALMIE, Drawing and Painting.
EMILY R. LEONARD, Piano, Harmony, and Vocal Culture.
CLARA W. MORSE, Piano.
M.'iRY L. BEEMAN. Violin.
ANNA C. WALTER, Elocution.
KATE C. POMEROY, Primary Department and Penmanship.
LEGENDA.
DKEKA
Fine Stationery and Engraving House,
1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Commencement, Class Day, Fraternity, Reception and
Wedding Invitations, Programmes, Banquet Menus, etc.
Steel Plate Work for Fraternities and College Annuals.
Fine Stationery with Fraternity or Class Badge, Mono-
gram, etc.
Visiting Card Plate Engraved for One Dollar.
100 Cards from the Plate for One Dollar.
All work is executed in the establishment under our personal supt-rvision, and only
in the best manner. Unequalled facilities and long: practical experience enable us to
produce the newest styles and most artistic effects, while our reputation is a guar-
antee of the quality of the productions of this house.
Desi^rns, Samples and Prices sent on application.
BOOKS BY JULIA A. EASTMAN.
" Miss Eastman lia> a large circle of young admirers. She carries off the palm as a writer of schnol-liff stories. Her style is
characterized hv i|uick inovumcnts, sparkling expression, and incisive knowledge of human nature."
—
Bos^ton Book Bnlletin.
Kitty Kent*S Troubles. i2mo, illustrated, $1.25. The heroine's experiences are just such as countless oilier girls must meet
with, and therein lies the charm of the storv.
Striking for the Right, i^mo, illustrated, $1.25. A story illustrating the necessity of kindness to animals. The pupils of
the Eastford Hiiih School form a humane society which does a noble work. A premium of $i ,000 was awarded the author for this MS.
Short Comings and Long Goings, lamo, illustrated, $1.25. The ups and downs of wide-awake hoy-and-girl-Ufe in a
countrv hnint-, bi-iL;litl\' und iiatur:ill\- told.
Schooldays of Beulah Romney. i2mo, illustrated, $1.25. A dozen gay schoolgirls find in the counsel of a true Christian
woman the aid ;ind encouragement thev most need in their girlish trials and difficulties.
Young Rick. i2nio, \z full-page illustrations by Sol. Eytinge. Jr.. $1.25. Young Rick was a genuine boy, mischievous and
motherless. Aunt Leshia foimtl it no easv task to look after him, but in the end, her kindness and good sense made a man of him.
The Romneys of Ridgemont. i2mo. illustrated, $1.25. A story of the New England hills; of sugaring and haymow con-
lerenees, :ind olil-fashifined pii iiic--, ;md Lr(">d times gencrallv, Sixch as young and old enjoy reading about.
BOOKS BY KATHARINE LEE BATES.
Sunshine. Oblong .^^mo, beautifully illustrated by \V. L. Taylor, ),z, cts. This exquisite prize pnem is the very embodiment of
spring sunshine, and may well put all voung readers in good humor, like tlie " little lass with the laughing lip," of whom it tells.
Santa Claus Riddle. A Poem." Square i2mo, illustrated in colors, paper,
.v"?
ct^. Goody Santa Claus. A Poem.
Square i2mo, illustnitetl. ]>LipL-r, zx, cts. Two poems for children, so bright and dainty that older people will also be charmed by them.
Wedd i ng-Day Book. Edited by Katharine Lee Bates, with original illustrations by Geo. F. Barnes. Cloth, square 24mo, $1.25 ;
white parchment, $1.50; uiorocco. $^.00; satin, $4.00. Every-day blanks for autographs. The prettiest imaginable gift for a bride.
D. LOTH ROP COMPANY publish choice books on History, Biography, and General Literature. Send for a catalogue of 2,000
select hooks, free; also, for Illustrated Prospectus of the Lothrop Magazines.
THE LOTHROP MAGAZINES.
Wide Awake. Only $2.40 w \'car ; 20 cts. a number. The brightest of the young people's magazines. Herbert D.Ward's great serial,
"The Ne\\ ^eni<lr .it Aniiover," will have a charm for college-girl readers ; Jessie Benton Fremont's " Will and Way Stories" are thoroughly
stimulating ; and Sail ie Joy \\' bite's ;ible p:H)ers on " Business Openings for Girls and Young Women,'* bristle with practical suggestions.
The Pansy. <^'nly $i.cxi a year. Edited by " Pansy," author^of the popular Pansy books. New serial by Margaret Sidney.
Our Little Men and Women. Only $1.00 a year. For beginners, so, large type and easy sentences. 75 ull-page pictures.
Baby land. <Jnly 50 cts. a year. Baby's nwn magazine, dainty and bewitching as batiy himself.
D. LOTHROP COMPANY, 364-366 Washington St., opp. Bromfield, Boston.
LEGEXDA.
Nortli British and Mercantile Insurance Coiiiijany
OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
United States Brancli, 54 William Street, New York.
NEW YORK BOARD OF MANAGEMENT.
SOLON HUMPHREYS, Esi^,, Chairman.
(e. d. morgan a CO.)
J. J. ASTOR, Esi^. H. \V. BARNES, Esq.
CHAS. H. COSTER, Est^. DAVID DOWS, Jr., Esc(^
(drEXEL, morgan Ji CO.) (DAVID DOWS, JR.. & CO.)
JACOB WENDELL, Esi^, CHAS. EZRA WHITE, Esq.
(JACOB WENDELL iv CO.)
SAM. P. BLAGDEN, Manager.
WM. A. FRANCIS. Assistant Manager.
ROBT. H. WASS, General Agent.
WM. R. ECKER, .Assistant General Agent.
H. M. JACKSON, Secretary
Boston Branch Office, 48 Kilby Street. F. H. Stevens, Resident Secretary.
LEGENDA.
'90'S LAMENT FOR SYLVANUS-CONTINUED.
3. I found my poor little cat, dears.
As I passed by the Zoo. Lab. one day.
Alas! he is terribly changed, dears,
—
For his pretty fur's all shorn away.
To be coHiinucd.
Ladies in need of a good Dressmaker can find sucli
at 795 Washington Street, Room i, Boston, near
Albany Depot. Prices, from $iJ.oo to $iS.oo.
Good fitting and good styles.
Come early in the season.
M. STOCKMAN.
C. F. HOVEV & CO.
HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
DRESS GOODS,
SUITABLE FOR
sr=R.ii<rG jPs.n"d s"Cjnv[]v[H:K. tj(7EjPlk..
LADIES' UNDERGARMENTS MADE TO ORDER.
33 Summer Street and 42 Avon Street,
BOSTON.
LEGENDA.
BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE,
Gold and Silver Smiths
STATIONERS,
CHESTNUT AND TWELFTH STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.
MAKERS OF
CLASS=RINGS, PINS and FINE STATIONERY
FOR WELLESLEY, VASSAR, AND OGONTZ.
desig:ns, estimates, akjd samples, op« reqi'EST.
LEGENDA.
THE EVERETT PIANO
IS UNEQUALED IN TONE. TOUCH. WORKMANSHIP AND DURABILITY.
WAREROOM, i8o TREMQNT STREET, BOSTON.
The Everett Piano was the choice of Miinroe's School of Oratory; Society Hall. Wellesley College, H. O.
Johnson, ist tenor of Ruggles Street Qiiartette; Rev. Charles Parkhurst. editor of Zion's Herald.
We will on request mail names of persons who have bought Everett Pianos in your vicinity.
LEGENDA.
J. ROTHSCHILD
32 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.
NEW YORK; 56 and 58 West Fourteenth Street. PARIS: 26 Rue d'Enghien.
IMPORTER AND DESIGNER OF
FRENCH MILLINERY.
The Very Latest Novelties of the Season
CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND AT OUR ESTABLISHMENTS
NEW ENGLAND BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
HIRAM ORCUTT, Manager, 3 Somerset St., Boston.
ESPECIALLY TO THE STUDENTS AND GRADUATES OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE.
DO YOU WANT
A position in :i Priin:iry, Intermcdiiitc, Grammar, High School,
Academy ov Seminary?
OR
As a Specialist in Sciences, Languages, Music or Art?
" OR
—
As Governess in a Family, in the West, South, or in New Eng-
land ? Register now in the New England Bureau of Education.
It is never " too late " to register, as there is no ~j:eek^ and hardly
a day in the year, when teachers are not called for at this office.
CIRCULARS AND FORMS SENT FREE.
This Bureau is the oldest in New England, and has gained a
national reputation. Its facilities are unsurpassed, while its charges
are low.
Wellesley Graduates are very popular as candidates zvith our
patrons, and many of them are already in our field at zuork.
TESTI7UYONIKLS :
From Supt. A. P. Stone, Springfield, Mass.: " ^Ve have ob-
tained several teachers from the New England Bureau of Educa-
tion for the schools of this city, all of whom have proved highly
satisfactory. We have always found there a list of well-educated
and experienced teachers to select from, and the representations
made to us concerning the candidates have been in every case full,
relial^le and true. Much time has been saved by seeking teachers
through the Bureau."
From Dr. T. J. Morgan, Supt. of Indian Affairs, Washington,
D.C. "Hiram Orcl'tt, LL.D. : I have had considerable deal-
ings with your Bureau during the last two years, both in securing
teachers for important places, and in securing positions for teachers.
I have been surprised and gratified at the intelligence, good sense
and skill displayed in your management. You have established a
claim to the gratitude of teachers and school officers. 1 wish yOu
abundant success in your important, difficult and delicate work."
LEGENDA.
'90'S LAMENT FOR S Y L VAN US-Concluded.
4. The department lias done for m^' cat, dears
;
I can't love him quite so well now,—
For he's all bottled up in vile spirits;




MEALS AT ALL HOURS. CATERING. PARTIES SUPPLIED AT SHORT NOTICE.
ICES, CAKES, ETC., ALWAYS ON HAND.
HOUGHTON AND DUTTON,
IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS OF
FINE t CHINS FOR * LDECORailONS,
WE CARRY NOTHING BUT GOODS FROM THE BEST MAKERS.
Our Line of Artists' Materials and Stationery
Is ver>' compkte, and our prices are very low. We engrave Copper Plate in first-class style, and print from it 50 cards on three-ply
wedding stock for Sgc.
fiOUQHTON AND DUTTON,






43 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
THE LARGEST AND FINEST COLLECTION OF CHOICE ROSES, AND OTHER
FLOWERS. IN THE CITY.
Decorations for Weddings, P.irties, etc., a specialty. Conservatories in Cambridge
(formerly Hovey's) contain the largest collection of decorative plants in New England.
Orders by Express, Mail, or Telephone promptly executed.






639 Washington Street, corner Boylston, Boston, Mass
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Sliort-liaiid has now become almost an essential part of a general, and particularly of a
feminine education. It is worthy of study for its own sake and as an elegant accomplishment,
as well as because it aHbrds a respectable and pleasant means of gaining a livelihood.
Short-hand is the leading specialty at the Boston Commercial College, where it may be
studied by regular daily attendance, or by private lessons.




Wanted: "English translation of Dewev."
Wanted : Midnight oil.
Wanted : Transom decorations impervious to light.
W.\NTED : Puckle's Comic Selections.
A. B. CLjPlRK,
DEALER IN
Choice Groceries at Low Prices, Canned Goods in Variety, Good Assortment of
Kennedy's Goods, Nuts and Confectionery.
Difterent kinds of Fruits in their seasons. Goods fresh and Warranted to give' satisfaction.
All orders will receive prompt attention.
A. B. Clark, Grant's Block, Washington St., Wellesley, Mass.
I
^ll&'U ^IDI O ruin their health
WJMm Vfl In LiO and beauty by
iM wearing some bad fitting corset—




JScpiI tor Health, Keo-
noniy and Ketiuty.
Buttons at fnmt in-
stead of Clasps.
















MARSHALL FIELD &. CO., CHICAGO,WHOLESALE WESTEH.N AUENTS.
HEALTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. Annie Jenness Miller sav^
that " Personal Beauty and Grace,
in either man or woman, are ele-
ments of power." Over a million
sensible women and children have
worn the Ferris "Good Sense" Cor-
bet Waist, and these Corsets are
r;ipidly ijrowina; in favor amon^ all
intelliijent women. The *' Good
Sense'* Corset Waist is made to
conform to the natural A^aH/v'of the
human form as God made it', and is
not made after " French " patterns.
Good health and good looks nat-
urally follow when women and
children obey Nature's laws. The
demand for Ferris' "Good Sense"
Waist is now so universal that everv
leading' retail store in the United
States has them for sale, but some
unprincipled dealers offer inferior
imitations because they can thus
make a larger profit. If you want
the best for your money be sure vour







, ^ NOW IN USE.
^vpvBcAt for Health, l-:co-
"^
- \ nomy and Beauty.
\BUTTONSat frontin-
Btead of Clasps,
RuJG Buckle at hip
for Hojie supporters.
Tape-fastened Bat-
tons— "-.*«'( jnill off.












34t BROADWAY, New York.




SHREVE, CRUMP & LOW CO.
432 Washington Street, Boston.
DIAMONDS, GEMS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE.
Agents for the Celebrated Gorham Plated Ware.
parasols and umbrellas.
OUR ENGRAVING AND STATIONERY DEPARTMENT
Supply e%-er_v variety of Engraving and Printing. Offer a choice stoclc and the latest
ideas in shapes and tints of Note Paper.
MONOGRAMS, CRESTS, ADDRESS AND AUTOGRAPH DIES
Stamped in "Cameo" and with "Shadows,"













HORACE PARTRIDGE & CO.
MAKERS AND IMPORTERS OF
Fine Lav^n Tennis, <s~^^-s <^^^-^ ^"^^-^


















A copy of our Illustrated Catalogue sent free on application.






The full length, thorough winter garment.
Seal Sacques.
40 to 45 inches lone, genteel and comfortable.
The young Ladies' Seal Coat.
28 to 34 inches long, new and popular slvle.
Seal Jackets.
23 to 26 inches long, close fitting and jaunty.
We have these garments in stock, and also make to measure any style from
specially selected skins.
Fur-lined Circulars.
The very fashionable Shoulder Capes,
For Summer and Autumn wear, in Seal, Lynx, AsTR-\citAN', Sable. Monkey,
and Black M.\rtin.
Confined exclusively to the best and uniformly reliable furs, and our manufacture being of the
most thorough workmanship, we have no hesitation in assuring purchasers of supplying their wants
with the fullest satisfaction.
JOS. A. JACKSON,




We do not strike for shorter hours ; ony$ are
short enough. What Ave wish to do is to "cut"
our last two years. Why should we not graduate
with the Seniors.' Are we not Ninetv too.'
PHOTOGRAPHER,
2832 WASHINQTON SXRKET, . . BOSTON HlQHL^NDS.
19 Harvard Street, Brookline. 18 Blue Hill Avenue, Roxbury.
Welleslev Studio, Wnshinartnn Street, near Depot. Open Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of every week, from Oct. ist to July ist.
Class Photographer to Wellesley College koh i"SS9 and'iS90.
STATES'
Embroidery ^ apd * papery ^ U/orl^ * Store,
145 TREiVEONT Street, Boston,
(BETWEEN TEMPLE PLACE AND WEST STREET),
ALL KINDS OF
FANCY SILKS, PLUSHES, LINENS, Etc.
FRINGES, ORNAMENTS, CORDS, AND TASSELS.




SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
COLORS of all kinds: CANVAS; DRAWIXG PAPERS:
MA TERIALS for CHIXA PAIXTIXG. and
CRATOX and CHARCOAL DRAWTXG:
FIXE BRUSHES: TAPESTRl' COLORS:
EASELS: SKETCH-BOXES: SKETCHLNG-SEATS and
UMBRELLAS: STUDIES of all kinds.
ALSO A FULL LIXE OF
DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS.
M/^adsworth, Howland & Co,
Manufacturers of Fine Colors and Artists' Supplies,
82 and S4 WASHIXGTOX STREET, BOSTOX:




Alfred Mudge h. Son,
PRINTERS,





What '89 girl called for JBcbr Hicbt at her




Miss DELIA T. SMITH, F-rinoipal.
Special course in preparation for Wellesley College, in charge of graduates of the College.
Advanced course of study in Languages, History, and Literature. Superior advantages in Music
and Art. Number of boarding pupils limited to twenty. No day scholars.
Ninth school year will begin October 2, 1890.
THE BOUQUET
Paris /T\illi9ery,
134 TREMONT STREET, NEAR WINTER, BOSTON.




39 AND 41 EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
FRESH, DELICIOUS
CANDIES,
Put up in I, 2*,^ ;ind 5 pound Boxes. Sent by mail or express Lo :inv part of tlie
I'^nited States, Price, So cents per pound.
FINE CHOCOLATES. BON-BONS, CARAMELS, CREAM PEPPERMINTS.
MARRON'S GLACES A SPECIALTY,
LEGENDA.
HILLSIDE, NORWALK, CONNECTICUT.
Mrs. Mead's School for Girls and Young Ladies
Reopens October the 2d, 1890.
College Preparatory and Academic Departments.
#
Graduates admitted to Wellesley on Certificate.
Fine courses in Mathematics, Latin, Science, History, and Literature.
Extended and thorough instruction by artists and specialists in Instrumental and Vocal Music. Art,
Modern Languages, Physical Culture and Elocution.
CIRCULARS SENT ON APPLICATION.
LEGENDA.
'90.
When we were Freshmen we said. " We will
work and mould woman to the fuller day." We
soon found that the day was already too full.
J. E. COOieEK.,
pi^armagst,
Eliot Street, South Natiek.
Drugs, Medicine.s and Toilet Articles,
Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery, Etc.
Physicians' Prescriptions a Specialty.
^OHN 3. gTEVENS \ (JO.,
39 Winter Street, Boston.
dealers in
Ladies' Furnishing Goods, Novelties in Neckwear,




GEO. A. PLUMMER & CO.














FANS, FANCY JEWELRY, HAIR
ORNAMENTS.
ALL THE LATEST FOREIGN NOVELTIES.





BIOGRAPHIES OF MEN CONSPICUOUS IN THE POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.











JOHN ^UINCY ADAMS. By John T. Morse, Jk. XII,
ALEXANDER HAMILTON. By Henry Cabot XIII
Lodge. XIV.
yOH.V C. CALHOUN. By Dr. H. voN HoLST. XV,
ANDREW JACKSON. By Prnf. \Vm. G. Sumner. XVII,
yOH.Y R.i.VDOLPH. By Henry Ad.\ms. X\'III
JAMES MONROE. By Pres. D. C. Oilman.
THOMAS JEFFERSO.Y. By John T. Morse, Jr. XIX
DA.VIEL WEBSTER. By Henry Cabot Lodge. XX,
ALBERT GALLATIN. By John Austin Stevens. XXII
JAMES MADISON. By Sydney Howard Gay. XXIII,
JOHN ADAMS. By John T. Morse, Jr.
JOHN MARSHALL. By Allan B. Magruder.
SAMUEL ADAMS. By James K. Hosmer.
THOMAS H. BENTON. By Theodore Roosevelt.
—XVI. HENRY CLAY. By Carl Schurz.
PAURICK HENRY. By MosES CoiT Tyler.
GOUVER.NEUR MORRIS. By Theodore Roose-
velt.
MARTl.V VAN BUREN. By Edward M. Shepard.
—XXI. GEORGE WASHINGTON. By H. C. Lodge.
, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. By John T. Morse, Jn.
JOHN JA Y. By George Pellew..
Professor Goldwin Smith, speaking of the series of American Statesmen in The Nineteenth
Century., says: "It seems to us a very vaUiatrle series. It furnishes a history of American
politics in the attractive and impressive form of biography."
(Other volumes in preparation.) Each volume. i6nio, cloth, gilt top, $1.25.
American Men of Letters.
a series of biographies of distinguished a.merican authors.




WASHINGTON IRVING. By Charles Dudley \'I.
^VARNER.
.VOAH WEBSTER. By Horace E. Scudder. VII.
HE.VRY D. THOREAU. By Frank B. Sanborn. VIII.
GEORGE RIPLEY. By Octavius Brooks Froth- IX.
INGHAM. I X.
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER. By Prof. T. R.
LoUNSBURV. XI.
MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI. By T. W. Hig-
ginson.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON. By O. W. Holmes.
EDGAR ALL.iN POE. By G. E. Woodberry.
NATHANIEL PARKER WILLIS. By H. A. Beers.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. By John Bach McMas-
ter.
WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT. By John BiGELow.
Logically compact in structure and development, scholarly and readable in thought and
style, and withal pervaded by a lofty ethical spirit, they mark a most decided advance in
modern English prose, and bid fair to settle many a literary question that has hitherto defied
the wisdom of the wisest. — The Itidepcndent.
(Other volumes in preparation.) Each volume, with portrait, i6mo, gilt top, $1.25.
*^* For sale by Booksellers. Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price by the Publishers-,
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN AND COMPANY, Boston, Mass.
Iv
LEGENDA.
5or7(? of \:\)<i, 5iri^i7.
'Tis the voice of the siren — I hear her comphiiii.
My tricks and my wiles I have used all in vain;
For '90 has triumphed — my spirit is crushed,
And soon will my song in cold silence be hushed." To be Continued.
BARTHOLOMEW
Gnglish and (@IjASsigal Sghool poi^ Gii^ls,
Third and Lawrence Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
(FOUNDED IN 1875.)
Guarantees thorough preparation for any College open to Women. Full Classical and Scientific
Courses of Study, witli Modern Languages for those who do not intend to take a College Course.
PUPILS PREPARED FOR WELLESLEY, ADMITTED BY CERTIFICATE.
For full information send for catalogue.
D 00LING . . . •
11 AND 13 TEMPLE PLACE,
(^aferer and (^onfectionef.
Thoroughly first-class restaurant in the centre of the Shopping district. Moderate prices.
Mr. Dooling has leased Hotel Wellesley for a term of years, and will endea\'or to maintain the high





OLDEST CHINA AND GLASS ESTABLISHMENT
l/M AME-RICA.
Ladies and gentlemen visiting Boston are respectfullv invited to inspect the beautiful
collection of China and Glass which the subscriber is displaying.
His Brilliant Crr Glass is not excelled in the world.
The Chix.\ has been personallv selected from the best factories in Europe and India.
The entire building is occupied for the sale of China and Glass, and the upper floors
are easilv reached bv passenger elevator.
-RieHA-RB B-RIGGS,
Corner School and W.ashixgtox Streets, Boston.
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\V. D. Gaurisox, ]Man:iger. ^n^
600 rooms at $1.00 per day and upwards. European Plan. First class Restaurant, Dining-rooms, Caf^, and Lunch Counter,
a la carte, ?X moderate prices. Guests' Baggage to and from Grand Central Dei'ot free. Travelers arriving via Grand
Central Depot' save Carriage-Hire and Baggage Express by stopping at the Grand Union.
ROR YOUNG L-T^DIES.
\Ve offee< a Discount to all Welleslev College Students. Our stock is complete
in all the leading and most desirable styles for
Tennis, Yachting and Gymnasium; also, for Seashore and Country.
IN BOTH MEDIUM AND FINE GRADES.
HEXRY H. TUTTLE AND CON4PANY,
43^ Washington Street, Boston.
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SONG OF THE SIREN-Continued.
The sonometer clangs out its resonant woe,
The overtones wail as they swaj to and fro
;
The nodes and the segments are hopelessly mixed,
The phoneidoscope's disk is with horror transfixed. To be continued.
5
f^epard. floruyell 9 Qd.
Desire to call attention to the beautiful line of
Suede and Glace KID GLOVES, of their own
importation, which they are offering on their
retail counters in 5 to 10 Hook Lacing and
4 to 30 Button Mousquetaii-e, in all the newest
colorings to match dress goods and ribbons.
Of course being first-class goods they are
warranted, and fitted at the counters by expert
help.
Shep.\rd, Xorwell & Co.. Winter Sireet.
ART GOODS.
A CHOICE COLLECTION" OF THE
Latest Etchino-s. Picture • Framins;, • Artists' • .Materials. • Studies • and • Novelties.
Send for Catalogue,
Kraniv T- Pof-e,
36 West Street, near Treinont Street, Boston.
NEVER BUCK AGAINST THE BUCKEYE!
Nor Monkey 'W^ltta a Bnzz Sa-w.
when Don Quixote of old attacked the imaginary
The Buckeve Knocks Out All Competitors.
•ARMERS. take the word of no agent, but investigate and settle for yourself the question which make of





IS STRONGER, LIGHTER, LIGHTIR DRAFT, EASIER RUNNING AND MORE DURABLE than
any other, then buy the Huckeye. If your investigations prove the chiim that THE FRAME OF THE
BUCKEYE IS STRONGER THAN ANY OTHER; If you timl that THE BUCKEYE KNOTTER HAS
GREATER CAPACITY AND ADAPTABILITY THAN ANY OTHER; If y"i asccrt.iui that THE
BUCKEYE HAS THE BEST CUTTING APPARATUS, and that it has MORE GOOD POINTS THAN
ANY OTHER BINDER (and yo\i will find that this is true), then we ask you to purchase it, guaranteeing
that IT WILL GIVE MORE COMPLETE SATISFACTION THAN ANY OTHER when in active service.
AULTMAN, MILLER & CO,, AKRON, 0.
Mr. Lee. " Why, Addie, you needn't cry about it I 1 only said Mrs. Allen was a
verv well-informed woman, and" I wished you'would follow her example.'*
Mrs. Lee. " Yes, and last week vou said vou wished I could manage to look as stylish
as Mrs. Allen,— and she makes all her own clothes. But she has what I haven't."
Mr. Lee. "What is that?"
MK'i. Lee. " Well, she gets all of her information from the Magazine they take. 1
admit that she knows all that is goin,^ on, and is bright and entertaining in conversation ;
but I could do as well as she docs if I had the same source of information. She lent
me the last number of her Magazine lately, and I learned more in one hour's reading
about various social matters and the topics of the day, than I would pick up in a month by
mv occasional chats with friends. It certainly covers every topic of interest, from the news
of the day down to the details of housekeeping; and everything is so beautifully illus-
trated, too. Every time Mamie goes over tn the Aliens' she comes back and teases me to
get vou to take Demorest's Kainilv Mag.azine, as the stories are so" good. Kven the boys watch for it every month, as a place is found
for them also in its pages ; and Mr. Allen swears by it. It is really wonderful how it suits every member of the family."
Mr. Lee. "Well, perhaps I had better send for a Specimen Copy; for if it is anything like what you say it is, it will amuse and
instruct the whole of us."
Mrs. Lee. "I see that W. Jennings Demorest, the publisher, 15 East 14th Street, Xe
Copy for 10 cents; so we can't lose anything, as each number contains a " Pattern Order," ^
choose, and in any size— which alone makes each copy worth 30 cents; and I just want a jacket pattern like Mrs. Allen's. The su
scription price is only $2.00 a year; and 1 must say I can't see how they can pnblish so elegant a magazine for so little money."
York, is offering to send a Specimen




We shall be glad, at all times, to submit designs
and samples of interior decorative hangings; to pre-
pare plans and estimates for draperies in single rooms,
apartments, dwelling houses, halls, and churches.
We furnish the best church pew-cushion that can
be made.
Scarfs, Table Covers, Piano Covers, Lambrequins,
Panels, always in stock.
JAMES McCREERY & CO.,




SONG OF THE SIREN-Concludeo.
3. The tuning-f'oi'k vibrates and shuddeis with grief:
The bow-string has snapped in its cries for relief;
The organ-pipes stand in dumb wonder around,
For '90 has conquered old Tvndall on Sound.
A pleasurable and profitable pastime is the reading of music at sight.
. . THE . .
Circulating Library of Music
OF THE Boston Music Company,
AT 28 WEST STREET, BOSTON.
Offers an opportunity to do this at a small expense. The Library contains music of all kinds, classical
and popular, for Piano Solo and Duet, Two Pianos, Four and Eight Hands, Piano and Violin, and Trios
and Quartets. A circular giving terms and other particulars mailed on application.
A. P. BOARDNdAN 8a Co.,
pl7ofo|rapl7ic Supplies, sAmateur ©uffifs, DeOelopin^ and printing,
54 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
HEADqUARTERS FOR THE
"Kodal^" aijd "jHauuHeye" Deteetiue Cameras.
FREE INSTRUCTION GIVEN TO LADIES IN ALL SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN TO THE STUDENTS
BRANCHES OF PHOTOGRAPHY. OF WELLESLEY.
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T AT^IPQ ^^'"' pi'efei' to use a nicf quality of\^^iJ \-\^<' stationery for their correspondence,
should inquire for Crane s Ladies' Note Papers and
Envelopes to match (the old and reliable line).
These goods are presented in Superjine and Extra
Sitpcrfne Brands, the latter being unsurpassed in
Purity, Tone and Beautiful Soft Finish by even the
finest foreign productions. Sold by all Stationers,
in a variety of tints and surfaces. Manufactured and
supplied to the trade only by
Z. & W. M. CRANE.
Dalton, Mass., U. S. A.
BEST WORK. FULL COUNT.
LOWEST PRICES. PROMPT DELIVERY.
FRANK WOOD,
PRINTER,
No. 352 Washington Street,
BOSTON.





Business and Pleasure Route
BETWEEN




Are in commission this Summer. These vessels are the finest of
their class in the world.
A DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE
Is Operated — two Steamers in each direction eveiy week-dav, and
one on Sunday.
• SPLENDID • BANDS • AND • ORCHESTRAS •
Accompany these Steamers, and
A GRAND CONCERT
Is given on board each, every evening-. This is the onlv Sound
Line possessing this delightful feature. The Steamers of this
Line have long been celebrated for the excellence of
THEIR cuisine. Meals served a la carte.
LONG WATER ROUTE I SHORT RAIL RIDE'
FULL NIGHT'S REST '
Drawing-Room Cars on Express Trains running between Boston
and Fall River, in connection with steamers.
Trains coimccting with steamers at Fall River leave Boston from
Old Colony Station at 6 and 7 i'. m. week-days; 7 p. m. Sundays.
Returning. — Steamers leave New York, from Pier 2S, North
River, at 5.30 and 6.15 P. M. week-davs; 5.3a p. m. Sundavs. Con-
nection by Annex boat from Brooklyn, 5 p. m., Jersey City 4 p. m.,
daily.
L. II. PALMER, Agent, j. R. KENDRICK, Gen'l Mgr.,
3 Old State House, Boston. Boston.
GEO. L. CONNOR, Gen'l Pass. Agt.
^Miller's Reform Boot^"^













and needs but a
trial to convince
one of its merits.
WARRANTED HAND-MADE
Please Call or Send for Circular.
EDMUND W. MILLER,
Si HAMILTOX PLACE, Opposite Park Street,
BOSTON, MASS.
^^ A Choice HelectioH of Boots,
,
Shoes and Slippers, always in'
Stock. .„^
(Please mention this book.)
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Small Cousin (to a Wellesley Senior) : " Say,
M
,
will voii be a Bachelor's button next June?"
Sophomore (to her Rhetoric teacher) :
been thinking; I've been studying."
I haven't
The Canvas Lawn Coverings, also the Foreign
Rugs and Draperies, used for the Junior promenade,
are furnished by
H. A. HARTLEY c\: CO.,
95 to 105 Washington Street,
20 and 22 Brattle Square.
Autumn Leaves, Winter Wreaths, Spring Blossoms, Summer Flowers,
• • 01= 7VIUSIC • •
Gmerson's • NeW « Resbonses. Jf ^'f-; **/°"' ^"^ iion<§ • 4+armony. ('«<^-; $'- f"-). ^y
l. o. Emerson, just
> 01" Qiiartet and Chorus ^ 1 *• exactly the book that will suit you for
Choirs; 74 short pieces of sacred music of the best character, this winter's Singing- Classes. Also, an appropriate and good
such as vour choir needs. book for High Scnools.
^\li ' fPemberance • Trusade.
(35c-, $3-60 dozen), by
1 '^ 1 r^ ^ V " L. O. Emerson and
Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry and nuisic,
which will be most welcome to the best classes of temperance
workers.
Adopt, without fear, for Graded Schools, our
Son<5 . Manual, f"" '• ^°'- 1' ^°'-'°' ''TV'/';'
=> $4.20 doz.; or Book 3, soc, $4.80 doz.)
Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, with
plain instructions and best of music.
Select for practice in your Singing Society one of our noble and beautiful CANTATAS (send for list), or the easy Oratorio,
EMMANUEI. ($1), by Trowbridge; or for Fairs and Festivals, the peculiarly nice, pretty and easy DAIRY MAIDS' SUPPER (20c.,
$i.So do/..); by Lewis; or for the children, Macy's new STRANGE VISITORS, or A MEETING OF THE NATIONS (30c., $3
doz.); or the KINGDOM OF MOTHER GOOSE (25c., $2.28 doz.), by Mrs. Boardman.
Any book mailed for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, Boston.
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William S. Butler & Co.
IMPORTERS, JOBBERS AND RETAILERS IN
JKillinFPg • 0ooiis, • l^osiprg, • (JIobFS,
SMALL WARES, CROCKERY, BRIC-A-BRAC.
Upl;)olstery pabrics, Caee Qijrtaii^s, 1^^(55, portieres, Ete.




JOSEPH W. COOK, President. INCORPOKATED 1833. ALFRED L. BARBOUR, Sectctaiy
Cambridge • Mutual • Fire • Insurance • Company,
CAMBRIDGEPORT, MASS.
Insures Dwellings and Contents, and the Safer Class of Business Buildings.
Pays 70 per cent Dividend on Five-vear Policies.
" 50 " " ' Three '•
" 40 " " " all others.
HOME OFFICE :

















It was in a review in History of Civilization. Stie desired to abreviate;





Moral: Truth will out.
DRV • AND ' FANCY • GOODS, • HOSIERY,
GLOVES, CORSETS, TRIMMINGS, ETC.
C P)^ can sell Cotton Underwear at lower prices than can be bought in this vicinity,
as we make all our goods, using good material and workmanship, paying a fair
price for the same. If you wish garments made to order, we will guarantee satisfaction
as to price and quality.
•R. H. •Randall, 11 West Central Street, /NaticK.
Use SAPODONE for the Teeth.
Sapodone is the trade name for a liquid, saponaceous dentifrice which is giving perfect satisfaction to those
who use it. It contains no injurious ingredients or substance, the use of which the most exacting dentist could
not fully approve.
It cleanses the teeth and sweetens the breath, and leaves a cool, refreshing sensation in the mouth.
We desire to call your attention to this preparation, and invite you to give it a trial.
Directions for Use.— First wet the brush, then add a small quantity of Sapodone and apply to the teeth
in the usual manner.
Sapodone is put up in two sizes : 2-ounce vial, price 35 cents ; 3}-ounce vial, price 50 cents.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
Otis Clapr & Son,
10 Park Square, BOSTON. 307 Westminster Street, PROVIDENCE.
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Meade, Dodge & Co.
DEALERS IN
A ^ A m.
9 A i^TCil^ A i A
ART STUDIES,
Decorative Goods of All Kinds.
# PICTURE * FRAMING #
AVe make a specialtv of this Department, as our line of Mouldings is large and prices verv reasonable.
Picture Mats of all kinds.
STATIONERY.
We carry a line of Plain Stationery at very low prices. We solicit a share of patronage.
NO. 4 Park Street, Boston. Mass.
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HSTEV ORGANS AND PIANOS.
THE ESTEg PIA/NO.
FLIl_l_y WAHKAAITEt).
159 Tremont Street, .... Boston.
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